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executive Summary

Small and medium-sized enterprises (Smes) are widely regarded as the backbone of economies around the 
world. their contribution to gross domestic product and exports is unique and they employ a greater share 
of populations than many bigger enterprises, globally and in asia. in this region, they typically comprise 
more than 90% of enterprises and contribute immensely to job creation and exports.

Yet, Smes face multiple challenges in gaining access to finance that can fuel their growth, for many reasons. 
Several issues stand out and are discussed in this publication. Broadly speaking these include (i) that lenders 
perceive Smes as risky borrowers engaged in less-than-desirable organizational practices, and (ii) that such 
firms face regulatory bottlenecks and financial system structures in the developing countries in asia and the 
Pacific that hinder their access to finance.

the publication explores these challenges and the role that credit guarantee schemes (CGSs) can play in 
mitigating them, especially during crises.

in the first area, Smes typically do not follow the best financial management and corporate governance 
practices, which contributes to a credit assessment information asymmetry between lenders and borrowers, 
feeding a perception of these smaller firms as risky. as such, lenders would prefer some sort of insurance 
against default (i.e., collateral), but usually prefer immovable collateral that many Smes do not possess. 
this is an important difficulty in these firms accessing finance.

regulatory bottlenecks also severely hamper Sme access to credit. the Basel Framework’s emphasis 
on external ratings often results in Smes getting a risk weight of 100% or higher, which means that the 
regulatory capital cost for banks, compared to aa– or better borrowers, is five times higher, undermining 
lending to Smes.

Smes also suffer in terms of provisioning, as they usually do not possess immovable collateral, which receives 
preferential regulatory treatment in many developing countries in asia and the Pacific.

these regulatory hurdles were exacerbated by the introduction of liquidity and leverage frameworks 
after the global financial crisis of 2008–2009. these frameworks demand high-quality and liquid assets 
as “perceived” by the market. due to lower credit ratings resulting from stringent regulatory policies, 
Smes often have to pay a regulatory surcharge on their borrowings.

multiple behaviors and organizational phenomena hamper the extension of credit to Smes, including loss/
regret aversion, defensive decision-making, and “satisficing”—combining the words “satisfy” and “suffice.”

the end result is that without supporting public goods for credit assessment and gaps in insolvency 
mechanisms in the developing countries in asia and the Pacific, banks are very wary of extending credit 
to Smes.
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Yet, in the developing countries in asia and the Pacific, banks dominate the financial ecosystem, with other 
avenues of lending (nonbanking, capital markets, leasing and factoring, etc.) comparatively underdeveloped. 
according to the asian development Bank’s (adB) Sme monitor 2020 (adB 2020a), mSme bank loans 
averaged 14.8% of gross domestic product and 16.9% of the region’s total bank lending during 2010–2019, 
contracting at a compound annual rate of 1.3% and 0.3%, respectively. the mSme loan market is small, and 
its sluggish growth reflects the declining growth of national economies.

the limited development and roles of nonbanking financial institutions, capital markets, and leasing and 
factoring mechanisms constrain the ability of Smes to circumvent the challenges of the relatively inflexible 
and daunting expectations of the banking system. many countries (Japan, the republic of Korea, malaysia, 
and thailand) have functioning Sme capital markets and venture capital is picking up in countries such as 
Japan and the republic of Korea. Overall, however, the development of nonbanking avenues of finance falls 
short of potential, creating challenges for Smes.

nonetheless, it might be possible to mitigate these issues using credit infrastructure services such as credit 
registries, movable collateral registries, robust insolvency mechanisms, and CGSs. While CGSs are found 
in most developing countries in asia and the Pacific, scope exists for improvement in the other credit 
infrastructure services that could significantly boost Sme access to finance.

Supporting Smes has been a primary focus of adB engagements with the developing countries in asia 
and the Pacific, and the CGS has been a critical component of many of those engagements. the CGS is a 
preferable policy tool, due to its strong leverage effect achieved through guaranteed loans; its regulatory 
relief, available in many countries, as per the Basel framework; and the schemes’ critical role during crises.

the CGS has existed in developed countries since the beginning of the 20th century, and by 2015 were 
present all around the globe. the CGS is widely regarded as one of the most market-friendly interventions 
and has proven able to improve Sme access to finance in many countries, including developing countries in 
asia and the Pacific.

in principle, the CGS improves Sme access to finance by sharing the default risk with lenders, which mitigates 
information asymmetry and other management issues. to further support Smes, many schemes also offer 
business and financial advisory services to help firms optimally manage their business and financial affairs, 
as per market expectations.

this publication examines the role of the CGS in two primary ways. First, it looks at evidence from countries 
across the globe to determine the impact of the CGS and, second, it scrutinizes that evidence in case studies 
of six countries in asia: the People’s republic of China (PrC), india, Japan, the republic of Korea, malaysia, 
and Sri Lanka. it also examines evidence in the european union (eu) and the united States to understand the 
different business models, governance practices, services offered, risk management, etc., in those regions.



xii executive Summary

the true impact of the CGS is measured by the issue of “additionality,” that is, the positive impact CGS 
interventions have made compared to scenarios without CGS intervention. additionality is measured on 
two counts: financial additionality and economic additionality. the former is more of a direct impact and 
assesses how much easier or favorable securing credit becomes for Smes. the commonly used assessment 
metrics for financial additionality are loan approvals, loan tenor, rate of interest, reduction in collateral 
demanded, etc.

economic additionality gauges the wider impact of CGS intervention by assessing the increase in investments, 
employment, exports, tax paid, and so on, in supported Smes.

On both counts, financial and economic additionality and credible data from accomplished researchers 
around the world establish the positive impact of the CGS on Smes.

this publication’s case studies look at CGSs in detail to glean insights into the legal and regulatory setup, 
corporate governance, services offered, and the risk management practices adopted in diverse countries and 
regions. in brief, these insights include:

(i) differences in the organizational model were stark and reflected the political and financial system of 
the country. While many countries had public guarantee schemes, countries such as the republic of 
Korea and malaysia had a public–private partnership CGS model. By contrast, in the PrC and the eu, 
multiple credit guarantee players dominate, including private mutual guarantee schemes, which 
operate within the broad regulatory framework of the CGS.

(ii) the choice of risk assessment (retail versus wholesale) and organizational model affected staff strength 
and the professionalism of the CGS. in asia, staff strength and management were strong in Japan, 
the republic of Korea, and malaysia.

(iii) Well-managed CGSs also offered advisory services for Smes, which aided their functioning in the 
long run and made access to finance easier.

(iv) running a CGS in a financially sustainable fashion is a challenge and it was observed that the 
better-managed CGSs committed to a leverage ratio and transparency about their risk and operations. 
again, Japan, the republic of Korea, and malaysia had good risk assessment capabilities and 
sustainable guaranteed income, instead of depending upon budgetary allocations.

(v) the eu, meanwhile, was noteworthy for the significant presence of private mutual guarantee schemes, 
formed by member Smes allowing them to reduce information asymmetry with lending institutions in a 
decentralized fashion and without the active support of governments.

the case studies elucidate that, regardless of the governance model used, running a CGS professionally with 
adequate financial strength and prudent risk management practices is crucial to gaining market confidence 
in its ability to deliver financial access to Smes.
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the unique and central position of the CGS in the financial system has been widely useful in addressing 
the vulnerable situation of Smes during the asian and global financial crises and the current coronavirus 
disease (COVid-19) crisis, among others. this use has prevented the rapid mortality of vulnerable Smes 
by providing them with new financing, relaxed repayment terms, and moratoriums through the lenders. 
despite minor instances of misuse of the guarantee support extended, these mishaps can be easily 
prevented, as this publication discusses.

the CGS offers various tools to address cash flow issues particular to each country to help smooth cash flow 
over a longer horizon. CGSs have helped troubled Smes weather crises by addressing systemic loss aversion 
tendencies in financial institutions and deploying policy tools such as increased guarantee coverage ratios.

to support asia and Pacific economies, adB has developed operational policy recommendations for the 
key priority areas of the CGS, focusing on legal and regulatory setup, corporate governance, services offered, 
risk management, and monitoring.

For the current COVid-19 crisis, these recommendations set out in structured fashion the policy tools that 
can be used through the CGS to limit the pandemic’s adverse and lingering impacts on Sme financial access. 
these policy recommendations provide an excellent opportunity for enhanced country partnerships to 
address and mitigate the impact of COVid-19 in developing countries in asia and the Pacific.
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intrOduCtiOn

historically, around the world, small and medium-sized enterprises (Smes) have shown themselves to be 
the backbone of economies, especially in emerging markets. they drive economic growth, employment, and 
export revenues and, given their wider impact, their growth has been a focus area for developing countries in 
asia and the Pacific.

however, Smes have been facing insurmountable challenges in accessing finance for decades. 
Yet, interventions to resolve that problem, including Sme credit guarantee schemes (CGSs), Sme credit 
insurance schemes, targeted lending, interest subsidies, etc., have achieved varying success in different 
economies. these have led policy makers and economists to wonder if interventions are required, to what 
extent, and how the free market could ideally coexist with such interventions. Before examining the issue 
in detail, below is a brief study of the importance of Smes, financing landscapes, and the functioning of 
the market.

why Smes are important—impact on gross domestic product, 
employment, and exports
a survey of 20 prominent asian countries from 5 asian regions shows that Smes account for 96% of 
all enterprises and provide employment to 62% of workforces across these 20 countries (Yoshino and 
taghizadeh-hesary 2018a). By contribution to growth, Smes in these 20 countries accounted for an average 
of 42% of gross domestic product (GdP) or manufacturing value-added (adB 2015). By trade, the latest 
data indicates that Smes contribute around 80% of the People’s republic of China’s (PrC) exports; around 
40% in india, the republic of Korea, and the Kyrgyz republic; 29% in thailand; and 17% in malaysia (table 1).

despite this critical role, Smes still do not have a harmonized definition in asia and the Pacific. 
the definition of Smes commonly includes classification by employment, assets or capital, and revenue 
(sales or turnover). indeed, the two criteria—employment and assets or capital and revenue—has been set 
by several economies. For example, thailand classifies manufacturing Smes as firms with fewer than 200 
employees and less than B200 million (about $6.7 million) in fixed capital.

Countries also adopt extensive sectoral demarcation while classifying firms as Smes. the PrC has 15 sector 
definitions, Japan has 4, and the Philippines has none.

Further issues arise for Smes as national government agencies may have varying definitions. 
a ministry may use a particular definition, while the national statistics office works with a different one, 
and a priority lending policy may take on an alternative (Yoshino and taghizadeh-hesary 2018a). 

I



2 Financing Small and medium-Sized enterprises in asia and the Pacific

Table 1: Snapshot of Small and medium-Sized enterprises’ contribution  
to Selected asian and pacific economies

income classification country
enterprises 

(%)
employment 

(%)
exports 

(%)
gdp 
(%)

high-income Country Japan 99.7 70.0 na 53.0

republic of Korea 99.9 89.7 37.5 51.2

upper middle-income Country People’s republic of China na 90.0 80.0 70.0

Fiji 97.0 60.0 na 18.0

indonesia 100 97.0 14.4 61.1

Kazakhstan 96.3  na na 28.3

malaysia 98.5 66.2 17.3 38.3

thailand 99.8 85.5 28.7 43.0

Lower middle-income Country Bangladesh 99.9 85.9 na na

Cambodia 99.8 70.0 na 58.0

india 95.0 40.0 40.0 28.8

Kyrgyz republic na 20.5 39.3 41.5

Lao People’s democratic republic 97.0 63.0 na na

mongolia 75.0 43.0  2.3 17.0

Papua new Guinea 98.0 na  0.7  6.0

Philippines 99.5 63.2 25.0 35.7

Sri Lanka 99.8 75.1 na 52.0

Viet nam 97.0 77.0  na 41.0

GdP = gross domestic product, na = not available.
notes: Bangladesh, Fiji, the Philippines, and Viet nam include micro-sized enterprises. Based on latest available data: the Lao People’s 
democratic republic (2013); Cambodia (2014); malaysia (2015); Japan, the republic of Korea, and Viet nam (2017); the People’s 
republic of China, Fiji, india, indonesia, Kazakhstan, the Kyrgyz republic, mongolia, Papua new Guinea, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, and 
thailand (2018).
Source: authors’ compilation, based on data from government websites and multilateral research.

the appendix gives a detailed classification criterion matrix adopted by the developing countries in asia 
and the Pacific. table 2 presents a brief classification matrix of Smes in selected asia and Pacific countries 
and tables 3 and 4 provide the definition adopted by the World Bank Group and the european union (eu), 
a widely recognized global definition.

Smes have a very diverse profile in asia’s developing economies. there are four indicators that are widely 
used to determine the significance of Smes. they identify the Sme share of the total for (i) the number 
of enterprises, (ii) employment, (iii) domestic output, and (iv) exports. however, there are countries that 
compile data only on the first two indicators.
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Table 2: Small and medium-Sized enterprise definition in Selected asia and pacific countries

region country

Sme definition

legal basisemployee asset turnover others by Sector

Central asia Kazakhstan

east asia People’s republic of China

republic of Korea  Capital

South asia Bangladesh

india  Capital

Sri Lanka

Southeast asia Cambodia

indonesia

malaysia

Philippines

thailand

Viet nam  Capital

Pacific Papua new Guinea

Solomon islands

Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Source: asian development Bank. 2015. Asia SME Finance Monitor 2014. manila.

Table 3: world bank group definition of micro, Small, and medium-Sized enterprises

indicator employees total assets annual Sales loan Size 

micro enterprise <10 <$100,000 <$100,000 <$10,000

Small enterprise 10–49 $100,000–$3 million $100,000–$3 million <$100,000

medium-sized enterprise 50–300 $3 million–$15 million $3 million–$15 million <$1 million or $2 million

Source: international Finance Corporation. 2010. the Sme Banking Knowledge Guide. https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/
c6298e7b-9a16-4925-b6c0-81ea8d2ada28/Smee.pdf?mOd=aJPereS&CVid=jkCVrZu.

Table 4: european union definition of micro, Small, and medium-Sized enterprises

company category Staff headcount turnover balance Sheet total

micro enterprise <10 ≤€2 million ≤€2 million

Small enterprise <50 ≤€10 million ≤€10 million

medium enterprise <250 ≤€50 million ≤€43 million

Source: european union. Sme definition. https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/sme-definition_en.

https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/c6298e7b-9a16-4925-b6c0-81ea8d2ada28/SMEE.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=jkCVrZU
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/c6298e7b-9a16-4925-b6c0-81ea8d2ada28/SMEE.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=jkCVrZU
https://www.ifc.org/wps/wcm/connect/c6298e7b-9a16-4925-b6c0-81ea8d2ada28/SMEE.pdf?MOD=AJPERES&CVID=jkCVrZU
https://ec.europa.eu/growth/smes/sme-definition_en
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While it is evident that Smes play a critical role in the developing countries in asia and the Pacific, 
the tabular comparison may not provide important insights into the factors in the different countries. 
Figure 1 is a box-plot analysis of selected asia and Pacific countries by income. From it, it is reasonable 
to infer that while Smes’ share of enterprise remains the same regardless of the income classification, 
there is clear demarcation when it comes to contribution to employment, exports, or GdP. the income 
classification, ergo the presence of various institutional enablers, seems to play an important role here. 
the factors affecting financing will be analyzed later. in Southeast asia, micro, small, and medium-sized 
enterprises (mSmes) were reported to comprise an average of 97% of officially registered enterprises. 
this implies that the retention rate of Smes is low, and it is crucial to enhance Sme competitiveness to 
increase their contribution to domestic economies.1

1 Sme retention rate or survival rate refers to the percentage of Smes established in a given year that remained operational after a 
certain period of time. 

Figure 1: Small and medium-Sized enterprise contribution to Selected asia and pacific economies 
by income (%)
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COntOurS OF SmaLL 
and medium-SiZed 
enterPriSe FinanCinG

an Sme needs credit to grow, and its traditional sources come from internal funds, friends, family, trade 
credit, and external financial institutions. the need for external credit arises basically out of cashflow 
mismatch issues. For businesses, cash flow for services rendered usually arises in a certain period after 
delivery of services. Firms need to avail of credit to capitalize on business opportunities and grow. 
a brief decomposition of credit assessment is elucidated in Box 1.

II

Box 1: how does credit assessment happen?

Financial institutions, while extending credit, endeavor to assess two things: (i) timely repayments over the tenure of 
a loan, and (ii) recouping the amount in case repayments fail (also technically known as loss given default). the broad 
lending practices equivalent to this would be “cash-flow-based” and “collateral-based” lending. Policy makers and 
regulators have been advocating for a major focus on cash-flow based lending for many years, but due to inherent 
limitations in external supporting credit infrastructure and human-based lending mechanisms, lending practices have 
been predominantly collateral-based. 

a financial institution is an intermediary that connects 
those who save funds with those who need credit. 
Cost of funds is basically the sum of compensation 
made to the saver of funds plus a fraction of cost of 
operations (financial + operational). Cost of funds is 
determined by the business model of the bank. it is 
determined primarily by the funding mix of the bank 
and the efficiency of its asset-liability management. 
Profit margin is mostly determined by the market 
factors and, hence, predatory pricing practices are 
more of an issue in the financial ecosystem.

determining risk premium is the most challenging 
aspect of this assessment. Broadly, this risk assessment 
has two cost components: the business cost associated 
with extending credit to a certain category of risky 
borrowers, and the regulatory cost (capital and 
provisioning) that financial institutions will incur 
against it. Small and medium-sized enterprises face 
challenges on both counts.

cost of credit breakup

Rate of interest

Risk
Premium

Profit
Margin

Cost of
Funds

note: the cost of credit primarily comprises three components: 
cost of funds + risk premium + profit margin = rate of interest.

Source: authors’ summary.
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why are Smes perceived as risky borrowers?
to reliably assess borrower risk, banks need information. the information could be static, such as turnover, 
firm sector, employee strengths, etc., or it could be dynamic or transactional information, such as repayment 
history. it is amply established that transactional characteristics are much more reliable indicators of credit 
behavior than the static characteristics of a firm (Owens and Wilhelm 2017). Large firms, which usually exist 
for longer periods, have longer transactional relationships with multiple firms, allowing financial institutions 
to have better risk assessment.

On the other hand, as Smes typically do not have a relationship with financial firms and the majority of them 
tend to fail (bankruptcy, foreclosure, insolvency, interruption) within 5 years (OeCd 2000), gaps exist in 
financial institutions credit assessment models for assessing Sme risk premiums. 

another key challenge in credit assessment is the quality and timeliness of the financial information 
Smes have. most Smes find it challenging to adhere to best practice; accounting standards and balance 
sheets are often prepared with a substantial lag of 9–12 months, weakening the reliability of credit 
information conveyed by these numbers.

two additional considerations of lenders exacerbate the unfavorable credit perception of Smes: 
(i) monitoring costs, and (ii) availability of collateral (World Bank 2019a). Smes suffer unduly on 
these counts as financial institutions find it much easier to monitor a large enterprise with large loan 
exposure, with collateral provided, than Smes that lack collateral and have much smaller loan exposure. 
For the same loan amount, lenders have to monitor a much higher number of Smes, which increases their 
monitoring costs. Further, as noted, due to the nature of the Sme industry, not many Smes can afford to 
offer collateral. Smes typically could offer movable collateral (such as vehicles, equipment, inventory, etc.) 
but in most countries the supporting ecosystem (credit registries, enforcement mechanism) of movable 
collateral is not well-developed. movable assets such as equipment, inventories, and receivables account 
for around 78% of an enterprise’s capital stock in the developing world, while immovable assets account for 
only 22%. however, as noted, financial institutions strongly prefer immovable assets as collateral for the 
following reasons:

 ɂ ease of documentation: in almost all countries, the ecosystem related to documentation and 
verification of immovable assets is available, whereas the same is not available for movable assets, 
unless developed.

 ɂ ease of recovery: it is much easier for banks to take control of immovable assets and gather a good 
recovery rate in the event of default. the legal and enforcement mechanisms also help in the recovery.

 ɂ preferential regulatory treatment: the immovable collateral often gets preferential treatment 
in regulatory frameworks, which decreases the cost of lending for banks, which is also reflected 
in the regulatory frameworks prescribing capital requirements for regulated financial institutions. 
many of a borrower’s movable assets can be used as collateral by lenders operating under efficient legal 
settings for secured transactions. For example, an enterprise’s capital stock in the united States (uS) is 
composed of 60% movable assets while about 70% of Sme-business lending in the country is related to 
or uses movable assets as collateral (World Bank 2019a).
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regulatory bottlenecks in lending to Smes
two key impacts that financial institutions bear when they extend a loan are keeping capital and provisions. 
Capital is to provide for unexpected losses associated with loans, and provisions are to be made for 
expected losses. the most used and desired form of capital, as per Bank for international Settlements 
regulations, is common equity. however, as equity is the costliest form of capital, financial institutions may 
not be very keen to load up on exposures, which increases the demand for common equity as capital.

Basel ii regulations (BiS 2006) require banks to “risk-weight” their loan assets and then keep the capital 
against those risk-weighted assets. the risk weight of an asset is determined by its external credit rating 
(unrated/BBB+ is 100%) or internal rating model determined risk weight (for banks who have sophisticated 
risk management and are judged suitable by regulators to deploy the internal ratings-based approaches). 
in developing countries, banks generally do not have robust internal ratings-based models, due to data 
scarcity issues associated with Sme exposures (Gottschalk 2007). under external rating approaches, an 
external credit rating is granted by accredited credit rating agencies, and Smes invariably end up getting 
a 100% (or worse) risk-weight associated with their exposure. Commonly, this outcome is because credit 
rating models used by credit rating agencies treat the universe of large companies and Smes alike (probably 
as Basel regulations to date do not have a special classification for Sme exposures). and Smes, with their 
limited financial depth, cyclical business models, and individual-oriented corporate governance, end up 
getting a BBB or worse credit rating (moody’s analytics 2016) regardless of years of cash flow and business 
performance. this increases the cost of funds by roughly five times for financial institutions, as risk weight 
is 20% until an aa– rated borrower, whereas it is 100% or worse for the unrated/BBB+ rating Smes usually 
end up getting. the only limited relief under the Basel ii framework is, if the Sme exposure is less than 
€1 million, they are classified as “regulatory retail” and attract a 75% risk weight.

in examining regulation related to the cost of provisioning, similar differences are observed. 
Provisioning makes a substantial difference, as it comes into the picture substantially when the 
loan becomes nonperforming and the provisioning requirement for a secured loan (i.e., secured by 
eligible collateral) is substantially cheaper than an unsecured loan (i.e., not secured by a collateral). 
as the provisioning requirement directly hits the profit and loss accounts of the financial institution’s 
balance sheet, the board and the management are wary of taking assets that hurt their balance sheets. 
immovable collateral is generally regarded as eligible collateral by regulators, which decreases the 
provisioning requirements. hence, Smes unable to provide eligible collateral against their loan exposures 
are charged higher risk premiums.

another major issue is the introduction of liquidity and leverage requirements applied to the financial sector 
in the aftermath of the global financial crisis. the liquidity and leverage framework demands high quality 
and liquid assets, as “judged” by the “market.” Smes suffer here primarily on two counts: (i) generally low 
external credit ratings by agencies, as noted; and (ii) an absence of flourishing capital and securitization 
markets in developing economies. Banks hence get penalized and may refrain from Sme exposures, 
depending upon the credit infrastructure of the country. 
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in december 2017, Basel standards for the first time recognized and introduced a separate risk weight 
bucket (General Sme Corporate 85%) for Sme exposure. the risk weight recommendation is based on a 
study of Sme risk across economies and does not require an external rating (as Smes find the external credit 
rating process cumbersome and very costly) (see Box 2 for discussion of regulatory dispensation).

Box 2: regulatory dispensation given for Small and medium-Sized enterprises

the role of regulations has always been debatable in facilitating small and medium-sized enterprise (Sme) lending. 
With the introduction of Basel ii approaches, the system of risk-weighting encourages portfolio concentrations 
in low-weighted assets such as government bonds, large corporates, mortgages, and lending between banks. 
discussed in the subsection Regulatory Bottlenecks in Lending to SMEs are the adverse impacts of Basel ii and Basel iii 
regulations on Sme lending. as expected, regulatory measures have been undertaken to promote Sme lending, some 
discussed in the table below.

measures taken Standard impact

regulations allowed 
financial institutions 
to use collateral and 
collateral substitutes 
such as government 
guarantees to substitute 
the risk weights

Basel ii this single regulation was a major booster to credit guarantee schemes across the world. 
For the secured portion, the regulation allows financial institutions to substitute the 
covered portion with the risk-weight of the guarantor. as most of credit guarantee schemes 
in developing countries are backed by government, they end up attracting a 0% risk weight.
For example, on an exposure of a $75,000 loan to an Sme (attracting a risk weight of 75%) 
and a capital adequacy ratio of 8%, the capital requirement will be as follows:
unguaranteed Loan: $75,000 * 75% * 8% = $4,500.
Guaranteed loan with 90% coverage: 90% * $75,000 * 0% * 8% + 10% * $75,000 * 75% * 8% = 
$450 (90% reduction in capital).

Concessional risk weight 
of 75% for Sme exposure 
less than €1 million

Basel ii this especially helped young, micro, and small enterprises as it provides a substantial relief 
from an unrated risk-weight of 100%.

Size adjustment in 
internal rating-based 
approach

Basel ii For banks with internal rating-based approaches, Basel guidelines provide adjustment in 
the correlation formula for Smes whose total sales or total assets are less than €50 million. 
this translates into lower capital requirements.

General corporate Sme 
category introduced

Basel iii in the finalized Basel iii reforms of december 2017, a new category of “general corporate 
Sme” is introduced, where unrated Sme exposure attracts a risk weight of 85%.

Size factor adjustment Crd iV 
(eu)

to mitigate the adverse impact of Basel iii reforms on increased capital requirements 
(10.5% including countercyclical buffer), the european union (eu) advised a size factor 
adjustment of 0.7619 for Sme exposure of up to €2.5 million (i.e., capital requirements 
will be adjusted to 8% or 0.7619 X 10.5%). the eu further advised a size factor adjustment 
of 0.85 for Sme exposures exceeding €2.5 million. 

a financial institution is an intermediary which connects those who save funds with those who need credit. Cost of 
funds is basically the sum of compensation made to the saver of funds plus a fraction of cost of operations (financial + 
operational). Cost of funds is determined by the business model of the bank. it is determined primarily by the funding 
mix of the bank and the efficiency of its asset-liability management. Profit margin is mostly determined by the market 
factors and, hence, predatory pricing practices are more of an issue in the financial ecosystem.

determining risk premium is the most challenging aspect of this assessment. Broadly, this risk assessment has two 
cost components: the business cost associated with extending credit to a certain category of risky borrowers, and 
the regulatory cost (capital and provisioning) that financial institutions will incur against it. Small and medium-sized 
enterprises face challenges on both counts.

Crd = capital requirements directive.
Source: authors’ compilation. 
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Fisera et al. (2019) corroborates this, as it finds in emerging markets and developing economies, 
Basel iii implementation had a moderately negative impact on Sme access to finance.2 they also note 
that Smes in the early stages of financial inclusion could have been severely impaired than Smes that have 
adopted bank credit.

access to Finance
Financing is a key component in ensuring Sme growth. however, inadequate financing is the second widely 
mentioned hurdles troubling Smes and has become a key constraint against Sme development in emerging 
markets and developing countries (international Finance Corporation 2017). the international Finance 
Corporation projects that 65 million firms, or 40% of formal mSmes in developing economies have an 
unmet financing need of $5.2 trillion annually, which is equivalent to 1.4 times the actual share of global 
mSme lending. east asia and the Pacific account for the biggest share (46%) of the total global finance gap. 
On average, the mSme financing gap represents 19% of individual countries’ GdP. in lower middle-income 
and high-income countries, this indicator is 20%–21%. as shown in Figure 2, the issue is exacerbated on an 
enterprise level: the finance gap is 81% for microenterprises and 56% for Smes.

Figure 2: Small and medium-Sized enterprises Financing gap

Small and Medium-Sized EnterprisesMicroenterprises

$882 billion $8.1 trillion

Current volume
44%

Finance gap
56%

Current volume
19%

Finance gap
81%

Source: international Finance Corporation. 2017. MSME Finance Gap: Assessment of the Shortfalls and Opportunities in Financing Micro, 
Small, and Medium Enterprises in Emerging Markets. https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/28881.

even when the Smes can secure finance it is often on unfavorable terms. the average interest rate billed to 
mSmes on credit lines was about 170 basis points higher than that settled by large enterprises based on a 
survey done by the european Central Bank (eCB 2018). the public sector has tried to play multiple roles 
in the resolution of the financial access gap of mSmes. efforts have been met with varying success, but the 
problem persists. the next section therefore discusses underlying economic rationale and financial practices 
to assess the challenges Smes face in accessing finance.

2 Basel iii is the Bank for international Settlements’ international regulatory framework for banks.

https://openknowledge.worldbank.org/handle/10986/28881
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eCOnOmiC Critique OF 
BarrierS OF aCCeSS tO FinanCe

While institutional and structural reasons explain small and medium-sized enterprises’ (Smes) perennial 
issues in accessing finance, important underlying nonfinancial reasons also explain it. For policy makers, it is 
important to understand each country’s or region’s diverse set of infrastructure and constraints. a policy 
solution, addressing the factors discussed below, might be able to improve Sme access to finance. 

asymmetric information
asymmetric information issues arise when parties to a transaction have different degrees and quality of 
information about the factors affecting transaction outcomes. Sme owners have full and actual knowledge 
of revenue streams and growth opportunities, which is not readily available to lending firms. Smes find 
it challenging to formally provide lenders with audited financial statements and well-laid-out business 
plans to support their credit and growth expectations (Berger and udell 2005; michaelas et al. 1999). 
this imperfect information and high transaction costs limit Sme access to finance (Stiglitz and Weiss 1981). 
this is worsened because many Smes operate in the informal sector and are not registered with the 
government or industry associations. this dearth of information makes risk averse financial institutions act 
more cautiously, leading to avoidance of Sme lending.

loss/regret aversion
the problem of asymmetric information is aggravated by the behavioral bias of humans involved in the 
lending process. Loss/regret aversion is one of the most common behavioral biases (Pompian 2012), in which 
humans are impacted more severely by negative outcomes and hence make less than “rational” choices to 
avoid the loss/regret outcomes. as lending to Smes is typically believed “risky” and the lack of reliable and 
timely information makes it harder to assess creditworthiness, decision makers focus more on securing the 
loss aversion avenues, such as collateral, presence of guarantees, insurance, etc., which Smes usually lack.

defensive decision-making
this phenomenon occurs when decision makers are aware of the best decision for the firm or client yet 
choose the second-best option that protects him or her against the negative outcomes of such decisions. 
this phenomenon can be observed more in economies and institutions where the dominant nature of the 
financial industry is public (artinger et al. 2018). in a public-sector-dominated financial ecosystem, while 
there is little personal cost for “indecision” or a “negative” decision, decision makers may face vigilance 

III
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actions in case loans sanctioned turn nonperforming. using an event-study methodology, it is found that 
vigilance activities emanate from decreased lending: the volume of credit deteriorates abruptly at the 
affected bank branch and neighboring branches. this effect is economically and statistically significant, 
persisting up to 2 years. Bank risk-taking also drops in the wake of a vigilance event (Banerjee et al. 2007).

Satisficing
the existing financial ecosystem in most economies is not well suited to the financing needs of Smes—
despite a continuous push from policy makers, lending processes have not evolved suitably for their needs. 
typically, lending processes are hurt by a commonly occurring organizational phenomenon known as 
“satisficing”—combining “satisfy” and “suffice.” Satisficing is a decision-making strategy that aims for a 
satisfactory or acceptable result rather than the optimal solution. decision makers, instead of dedicating 
time, energy, and resources toward achieving an optimal solution (Fellner et al. 2009) when satisficing may 
focus more on the pragmatic effort when confronted with tasks such as Sme lending. For example, under a 
CGS initiative where financial institutions are required to extend credit to Smes, financial institutions may 
opt to extend loans under the CGS to existing Sme clients—clients that could have originally obtained a 
loan—instead of excluded Sme borrowers for fear of risks associated with unknown clients. 

public goods
the role of government becomes critical for public goods. By definition, public goods are non-rival and 
non-excludable. non-rival means that consumption of one entity does not diminish value for other 
consumers, and non-excludable means that benefit user groups are not identified specifically, and it is 
available for the benefit of the public in general. For Smes, a lot of desirable credit infrastructure, such as 
public credit registries, collateral registries, etc., have the characteristics of public goods, but individual 
market participants lack incentive to initiate, store, and operate these services. as might be evident, the 
presence of a public credit registry solves the issue of information asymmetry to a great extent. Similarly, the 
presence of a collateral registry alleviates most of the concerns of the lenders highlighted above. however, 
without active public sector participation, the private sector has little incentive to invest in the development 
of such long-term public goods and, hence, these public goods are not initiated without public intervention 
in most economies.

property rights
despite their best efforts, firms often find themselves in difficulty and have to be restructured or liquidated. 
time is critical in this exercise and hence the presence of an insolvency and bankruptcy code, supported by 
robust legislative and legal infrastructure, is likewise crucial. this offers relief to borrowers and lenders equally. 
Borrowers, especially Sme borrowers with less bargaining power, do not have to waste time negotiating terms 
of restructuring and can focus on the revival of the business, whereas lenders are also relieved as they can rely 
on past evidence of recovery prospects and value in case the loans turn nonperforming.
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 SmaLL and medium-SiZed 
enterPriSe FinanCinG 
and ChaLLenGeS in aSia 
and PaCiFiC COuntrieS

as outlined in Section iii, small and medium-sized enterprises (Smes) face major issues in accessing finance 
and multiple efforts have been made to address these, but the problem persists. the following paragraphs 
analyze the financial ecosystem in developing countries in asia and the Pacific, challenges faced, and 
nonbanking financing solutions to these challenges.

bank-dominated Financial System
asian economies are frequently described as having bank-dominated financial markets and underdeveloped 
capital markets, particularly venture capital, by researchers. For economies like Japan and the republic of 
Korea, while the venture capital market is a very small portion of the overall Sme financing market, 
it has been picking up at an encouraging pace in the past several years.3 this indicates that banks are 
the backbone of financing. although the soundness of the banking system has a higher quality since the 
asian financial crisis, banks have been wary about lending to Smes, even though such firms account for 
a great share of economic activity. adB (2020a) results reveal that constrained access to bank credit is 
a structural dilemma. On the average, bank loans to Smes comprise about 14.8% of a country’s GdP and 
16.9% of total bank lending in the region during 2010–2019, with a declining compound annual rate of 
1.3% and 0.3%, respectively. Scrutinizing Sme access to bank credit in regard to the income level of the 
countries in which they administer, bank credit extends to a greater number of Smes (with a relatively low 
ratio of nonperforming loans [nPLs]) as the country’s economy becomes more developed (adB 2015). 
asian Smes are more or less inclined to apply for loans as global peers, according to adB–OeCd surveys 
(adB 2014).

despite their critical role in economies, Smes face huge challenges in accessing finance in asia. Smes are 
competing with large firms and face many difficulties in securing formal financing—a financing gap, as noted 
earlier. For this reason, they are massively dependent on internal financial sources, which can hamper their 
development (OeCd 2006; harvie et al. 2013).4

3 in the republic of Korea, the size of Venture Capital Fund investments remains small (1.7% of GdP in 2020) when compared to 
Outstanding Loans to Corporate Smes (41.62% of GdP in 2020). however, the size of Outstanding Venture Capital Funds in 
the republic of Korea has been constantly growing, albeit at a slow pace, from 1.11% (2017), 1.27% (2018), 1.42% (2019), and 
now 1.70% (2020) (KVCa 2021).

4 harvie et al. (2013) defines internal financial sources as loans from friends or relatives and personal savings. 

IV
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the same phenomenon is observed in a primary analysis: the imF Financial access Survey, 2019—
for developing countries in asia and the Pacific (Figure 3)—shows that while commercial loans as 
a percentage of GdP have grown, the share of Smes as a percentage of total loans has fallen across 
economies. also notable, Smes have a higher share of commercial loans in more developed economies. 
Further, Smes are more susceptible to changing market conditions as they have limited financing 
alternatives and lesser retained earning buffers (OeCd 2015).

as noted, multiple reasons explain Smes’ difficulties accessing finance, including the following factors.

policy gaps
in many asian countries, multiple public agencies are entrusted with promoting Sme financing. 
these commonly include ministries, central banks, specially constituted bodies, etc. Sometimes, 
identification metrics like Sme criteria, eligibility criteria, etc., are not harmonized across agencies, 
impacting Smes access to finance and business prospects. For instance, in thailand, most banks will 
not adopt the local definition of Smes in their lending practice, where an enterprise is classified as 
an Sme if it has less than 200 employees and fixed capital of lower than B200 million for production. 

Figure 3: asia: Small and medium-Sized enterprise Financing landscape
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instead, each financial institution adopts its definition of an Sme, such as revenue lower than B500 million 
and/or a credit line lower than B200 million. this causes access to finance even more problematic for 
those Smes that do not follow the banks’ definitions. definitions for Smes vary across financial institutions 
(OeCd 2005).

vulnerability to macroeconomic conditions
When there is macroeconomic turmoil, financial institutions typically resort to stricter lending practices and 
Smes suffer just as they need credit most. For example, OeCd (2005) notes that the asian financial crisis 
and the global financial crisis changed the lending behavior of thai banks. even as Sme nPLs decreased 
from $3 billion (2007) to $2 billion in 2013 and total business loan nPLs decreased from 7.9% in 2007 to 
3.1% in 2013, banks resorted to stricter lending practices.

Short-term loans used by Smes increased by 179.6% over 2007–2013, whereas long-term loans increased 
by 35.9% over the same period. Smes were also charged 160 basis points higher, on average, than large 
enterprises over 2007–2013. this difference is significant considering the Sme average rate of interest was 
6.7% for the period. the empirical evidence indicates that banks consider the operation of Smes riskier than 
large firms, and that in a country (i.e., thailand) with a relatively higher percentage of formal Sme financing 
and support for the financial ecosystem (amornkitvikai and harvie 2016). Policy makers should take note 
that the post-COVid-19 world may have a similar adverse long-term impact on Sme financing.

regulatory hurdles
Sme financing has faced a lot of hurdles due to international banking regulations. Before Basel iii, Smes 
suffered in regulatory risk assessment. Basel ii stipulated risk capital based on the external credit rating 
and as there was no separate risk bucket classification for Smes, rating agencies also did not pay attention 
to the uniqueness of Sme businesses while assessing their default risk and judged them comparably with 
large firms. Smes suffered and even the best-performing Smes may have found it difficult to get a rating 
higher than BBB+, which maps to a 100% risk weight. this increases the cost of capital funding for banks. 
Similarly, as discussed, Smes may suffer due to the introduction of a liquidity and leverage framework in 
Basel iii in the aftermath of the global financial crisis.

as adB (2014) notes, there may be a negative effect on banks’ lending attitudes toward Smes in economies 
that have deliberately launched Basel iii. these countries include the PrC, india, indonesia, and the 
republic of Korea. even Smes in Japan were at a disadvantage following the execution of the Basel capital 
accord, which has restricted their access to bank loans (Yoshino and hirano 2011; Yoshino and taghizadeh-
hesary 2016a). these new measures—liquidity frameworks and leverage ratio frameworks—to enhance the 
risk management of banks may constrain banks in granting long-term credit for enterprises and may curb the 
financing opportunities for Smes, including the opening of trade finance (adB 2015). Start-up companies 
are finding it more and more complex to borrow money from banks because of stringent Basel capital 
requirements.
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Limited PreSenCe OF 
nOnBanKinG aVenueS 
OF FinanCe

While asia’s is a bank-dominated system, as noted, multiple avenues exist for Smes to be financed through 
nonbanking financing routes. these include nonbanking financial institutions, microfinance institutions, 
capital markets, etc. however, the limited development and roles of such institutions greatly harms Sme 
ability to raise finance suited to their life-stage and risk appetite.

nonbanking Financial institutions 
While various types of nonbanking financial institutions are doing business with Smes, they are limited in 
this as a percentage of overall bank loan assets in asia. as nonbanking financial institutions cannot usually 
accept deposits, they operate in a more constrained environment than banks, including in avenues of raising 
funding and through cost; typically, they operate in a tighter asset–liability management environment. 
as per adB (2020a), the nonbanking financial institution financing accounts for an average of 3.9% of GdP 
in Southeast asia and 8.6% of total bank lending in the subregion during 2010–2019.

the nonbanking financial institution industry is typically small and does not specifically target Smes. 
Comprehensive regulatory and policy frameworks are also lacking nationally for nonbanking financial 
institutions and industry performance is highly volatile and influenced by the external macroeconomic 
environment and bank performance.

during 2010–2019, nonbank financing has grown rapidly across Southeast asia (except malaysia) with 
an average compound annual growth of 31.8%. the nonbank finance industry, especially microfinance 
institutions (mFis), has been increasing in Cambodia, the Lao People’s democratic republic (Lao Pdr), 
and Viet nam.

microfinance institutions
in countries belonging to the lower end of the economic classification (low-income countries and low- 
to middle-income countries), microfinance institutions are important in financing Smes, especially 
self-employed or family-run businesses. however, as the funding capacity of microfinance institutions 
is limited and ticket size is generally smaller for such loans, they are usually unable to cater to growing 
businesses or “graduated” Smes.

V
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regardless, instances of success are limited in developing countries in asia and the Pacific. For example, 
Cambodia, the Lao Pdr, and Viet nam, according to national Bank of Cambodia (nBC) data, mFi loans 
in Cambodia totaled 1.8% of GdP in 2007, rising to 26.5% in 2019, an increase of 1,402% (a compound 
annual growth rate of 25.3%). in the Lao Pdr, mFi loans grew from Kn49.2 billion ($6 million) in 2010 to 
Kn1.3 trillion ($146 million) in 2019, an increase of 2,530%. in Viet nam, mFi loans accounted for 0.02% 
in 2011 and 0.10% in 2018 of GdP.

capital markets
as noted, given that developing countries in asia and the Pacific are bank-dominated, more diverse financing 
options could mitigate poor access to finance. Some of the advantages of financing from capital markets, 
especially for Smes, include:

 ɂ longer tenor: Capital market instruments offer long tenor products than the banking sector, where asset 
liabilities management is highly regarded. this becomes important, especially if Smes are looking to 
undertake investments to grow.

 ɂ low cashflow pressure: For equity financing, cashflow pressure is usually lower, as only dividends need 
to be paid out. it is especially advantageous during times of economic stress, as it does not impose 
specific repayment requirements.

 ɂ Foreign investors: Capital markets allow Smes to tap foreign investors and raise funds across different 
growth stages of a firm.

however, despite the above advantages, Smes typically find it challenging to access capital markets. 
the most common challenges faced are the:

 ɂ complications and costs involved,

 ɂ high degree of disclosure and accountability,

 ɂ corporate governance requirements, and

 ɂ dilution of control.

as such, even though many developing countries in asia and the Pacific have taken steps to deepen capital 
markets for Smes, the results have been mixed. table 5 is a snapshot of Sme exchanges in asia and the Pacific.

the functioning of the Sme capital market, as evident from table 5, is a mixed success: 

 ɂ While exchanges in the republic of Korea, Japan, and Viet nam have achieved significant volume 
(in trading and number of companies), markets in india, malaysia, and new Zealand do not have 
comparable success.

 ɂ to determine the contribution of these exchanges in facilitating ease of access to finance for Smes, trading 
multiples are studied (table 5). a trading multiple is an indicator that compares the amount of trading 
volume to the listed market capitalization. at present, only 5 out of 11 Sme exchanges have trading 
multiples greater than 1. this implies that even if companies are listed, they are not that actively traded. 
this may have adverse implications under liquidity and leverage frameworks for financial institutions under 
the Basel Framework.
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reforming capital markets is one of the most challenging tasks and relies heavily on the institutions of a 
country. the Sme capital markets across developing countries in asia and the Pacific are making progress, 
but with government reforms identified, it remains a long-term goal to be a viable source of alternate 
funding, especially in low-income and low- to middle-income countries. although still in the onset of 
development, positive performance indicators for Sme equity markets persist across the developing 
countries in asia and the Pacific (Figure 4) (adB 2015).

leasing and Factoring
as part of business operations, financing, leasing, and factoring options are available to Smes, but these are 
yet to be well developed in asia, across all stages of economic development. For Smes, multiple advantages 
are associated with leasing. expenditures linked to leasing are a tax advantage, but multiple nonmonetary 
advantages for Smes also exist. Leasing contracts are flexible toward customer needs (Slotty 2009), 
such as the option to cancel a lease before contract maturity, the possibility to renew for additional periods, 
options to buy the asset at termination, and so on (Chemmanur and Yan 2000). in terms of cash flow, 
lease payments may also be tailored to sync with Sme cash flow generation. however, often due to 
complicated accounting requirements, Smes face issues in leveraging this channel.

Table 5: Snapshot of trading exchanges in Selected asia and pacific countries

country exchange name of index

trading
number 
of listed 

companies
market cap
($ million)

Share traded 
($ million)

trading 
multiple

india national Stock 
exchange of india

NSE Emerge 1,820 809 0.4 188

BSe Limited Small and Medium 
Enterprises

1,613 351 0.2 222

Japan Japan exchange Group JASDAQ 75,693 160,677 2.1 726

Mothers 45,449 210,307 4.6 276

republic of Korea Korea exchange KOSDAQ 204,701 1,090,019 5.3 1,279

malaysia Bursa malaysia ACE Market 2,825 4,725 1.7 119

LEAP Market 223 1 0.0 13

new Zealand nZX Limited NZAX 188 9 0.0 13

NXT 46 0 0.0 2

thailand Stock exchange 
of thailand

Market for Alternative 
Investment (MAI)

7,368 8,769 1.2 159

Viet nam hanoi Stock exchange Unlisted Public 
Company Market

38,649 2,934 0.1 250

aCe = access, certainty, efficiency; BSe = the Bombay Stock exchange; JaSdaq = Japan association of Securities dealers automated 
quotation; KOSdaq = Korean Securities dealers automated quotations; LeaP = Leading entrepreneur accelerator Platform; 
nSe = the national Stock exchange of india; nXt = nXt market; nZaX = nZX alternative market, nZX = new Zealand’s exchange.
Sources: authors; World Federation of exchanges. 2019. World Federation of Exchanges Annual Statistics Guide 2018. https://www.
world-exchanges.org/our-work/articles/wfe-annual-statistics-guide-volume-4.

https://www.world-exchanges.org/our-work/articles/wfe-annual-statistics-guide-volume-4
https://www.world-exchanges.org/our-work/articles/wfe-annual-statistics-guide-volume-4
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Figure 4: Snapshot of Small and medium-Sized enterprise Financing market  
in Selected asia and pacific countries (2019a) (%)
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Factoring is also a potent financing instrument. it allows high-risk suppliers to transfer the repayment risk 
to low-risk buyers. Factoring allows Smes to promptly realize their receivables. it is also readily available 
for them, as factoring financing is done based on invoice-issuer credit standing and not on the Smes. 
Because receivables are sold rather than collateralized, and factored receivables are not part of a bankrupt 
Sme’s estate, factoring may be particularly advantageous in nations with limited legal enforcement and 
a poor track record of maintaining seniority claims. however, the hurdles in technological and credit 
infrastructure are impediments to Smes in accessing factoring.

One of the main hurdles for the financial industry business model is that because these operations are 
typically part of banks or their subsidiaries, there appears to be little or no competitive environment for 
these industries. Furthermore, it is not only formal debt finance that is largely inaccessible to these firms; 
equity markets such as initial public offering (iPO), venture capital and angel funds are also options that are 
not open to many small companies (nguyen and Canh 2020). although the reasons behind this must be 
thoroughly investigated, it is undeniable that providing a wider choice of financing options for Smes will aid 
in national economic development (adB 2015). a snapshot of the factoring volume in asia and the Pacific 
is presented in Figure 5. the PrC, along with australia; Japan; taipei,China; and other economies continue 
to dominate the factoring landscape in the region.

Figure 5: Factoring market in asia and the pacific
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australia 47,658  7.3
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hong Kong, China 46,945  7.1

india 4,269  0.6

indonesia 682  0.1
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PrC = People’s republic of China.
Source: FCi. 2020. FCI Annual Review 2020. https://www.smefinanceforum.org/post/2020-fci-annual-review.

https://www.smefinanceforum.org/post/2020-fci-annual-review
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alternative credit assessment approach
the alternative credit assessment approach aims to accommodate Sme business needs and the need for 
expert understanding in the credit assessment process. the approach is basically to rely on qualitative data 
collected on clients, often through a loan officer. this not only allows lenders to understand the strength 
and constraints of the Sme business better, but also provides them an opportunity to accommodate 
Smes to avoid punitive action using models based largely on quantitative data. this method is used to 
authorize loans for clients who do not have enough quantitative information, such as a credit history or 
financial statements. Some financial institutions also use qualitative scorecards (Berger and udell 2004). 
this approach is likewise used by many fintech firms lending to Smes in the form of “psychometric lending,” 
in which the proprietor of the Sme is asked to undertake a psychometric assessment and lending decisions 
are based on that by the firm. however, with the focus on automation, the last-mile loan officer role is being 
diminished, which may impact this form of lending in countries where this has been a significant mode of 
credit assessment.

to summarize, impediments to Sme financing in developing countries in asia and the Pacific stem from 
relatively less developed financial markets, a lack of robust and supportive credit infrastructure systems, gaps 
in supporting legal frameworks and quasi-judicial institutions, and a lack of innovation in lending practices. 
Smes do not like cumbersome banking processes and demanding requirements. they are also not equipped 
to navigate complicated financial products and are highly undermined by long disbursement times. 
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ChaLLenGeS FaCed due tO GaPS 
in Credit inFraStruCture

Obtaining credit from the financial system requires reliable, timely, and robust financial information, data, 
and business plans. Smes face huge challenges because of the quality and timeliness of their bookkeeping. 
they are often not audited externally and are prepared with a lag of 9–12 months, rendering them ineffective 
for financial health assessment. Further, since financial literacy is a major challenge in developing countries 
in asia and the Pacific, most Smes find preparing this documentation and dealing with financial institutions 
very confusing and thus tend to avoid it.

however, Smes that passed the initial hurdles of financial illiteracy are challenged by the issue of collateral. 
Smes typically lack sufficient collateral, and this has become a major impediment to the continuous growth 
of an Sme. even when the loan is approved after all these hurdles, Smes usually end up paying a higher rate 
of interest, which affects the business position and growth potential of the firms. Box 3 summarizes Sme 
financing impediments in Japan. 

VI

Box 3: case Study on Small and medium-Sized enterprise Financing challenges: Japan

Based on the tankan Survey of december 2020 (Bank of Japan 2020), which compares lending attitudes of financial 
institutions toward small and medium-sized enterprises (Smes) and toward large enterprises, the lines in the figure show 
attitudes of lending institutions toward enterprises, with a higher number indicating a more favorable attitude.

Lending Attitude to SMEs in Japan
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Box 3: Continued

the Bank of Japan gives survey forms to sample firms by mail or online and administers the survey every 3 months—
in march, June, September, and december. to achieve predefined standards, such as statistical correctness, the bank 
selects sample enterprises from the community based on industry and size classifications.

the data time series, almost 4 decades long, shows two dominant behaviors:

(i) Over time, even though attitudes grow more favorable for all three types of enterprises, the gap between large and 
medium/small enterprises keeps increasing, indicating that lending institutions attitudes toward Smes become 
relatively less favorable over time.

(ii) during major crises—the asian financial crisis or the global financial crisis—lending attitude plunges for all three 
kinds of enterprises and Smes recover slowly, indicating that they continue to suffer in the post-recovery world.

these observations are for a high-income country like Japan, with an advanced, well-developed financial system 
and Sme policies. most of asia does not fare well on these counts and Smes are expected to find it tougher in those 
economies. the two observations are important to note given the current coronavirus disease (COVid-19) situation. 
most economists have already argued that the current crisis is worse than the global financial crisis and, in the absence of 
the suitable policy intervention, the detrimental “sticky” effect for Smes is going to continue much longer.

Source: authors.

lack of Supporting credit infrastructure
as discussed, in the absence of individual best-standards (accounting, governance, and businesses process 
systems) and assets (collateral, brand value, etc.)—as is the case with Smes—the role of supporting credit 
infrastructure becomes critical in facilitating credit. robust credit infrastructure facilitates the mitigation of 
prevailing information asymmetry. the supporting credit infrastructure primarily includes four mechanisms:

credit guarantee schemes. this is one of the most common ways to support credit flow to Smes. 
as noted, these schemes are common across the globe, including developing countries in asia and the 
Pacific, and follow different models of funding, operations, guarantees, etc. the CGS tries to achieve 
financial and economic additionality and aids credit flows to Smes by sharing the default risk with lenders. 
the CGS guarantees banks compensation of a certain percentage of loans taken by the Sme in case of a 
default. the experience with the CGS has been mixed in developing countries in asia and the Pacific, which 
is discussed in greater length later in the publication.

credit registries. as noted, reliable and timely information is critical for credit assessment of Smes. 
however, because most Smes do not have robust internal accounting and governance systems and face 
difficulty “breaking into” the financial system, they suffer in credit assessment. the credit registry, either 
public or private, collates information on creditors from various institutions and allows the potential lenders 
to rely on such information for assessment. the information generally includes past payment history, 
borrowing history, etc. most developing countries in asia and the Pacific have credit registries, but most 
restrict themselves to financial information.
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a successful case study in Japan is the credit risk database (Crd). the organization was established 
voluntarily in 2001 mainly comprising CGSs throughout Japan. it gathered extensive financial and 
nonfinancial data on Smes and microenterprises to employ data to model the risk associated with mSmes 
and then improve financing chances and business efficiency. With the rich data gathered over the years, 
the database has assumed a critical role in financial infrastructure after solidifying its position in June 2009 
by becoming a limited-liability intermediate corporation—the Crd association.

collateral registry. a collateral registry is a record of legal claims to personal property that has been pledged 
as security for a loan. Lenders can use transparent collateral registries to see if the collateral being presented 
as a loan security has already been pledged to another lender. Similar to the credit registry, this registry keeps 
account of collateral offered. absent a collateral registry, financial institutions find it difficult to possess the 
asset, establish the lien, avoid fake or multiple claims, etc. the collateral registry keeps unique track of the 
assets, eliminating these problems. however, most developing countries in asia and the Pacific have only 
adopted the immovable collateral registry. Smes typically have movable assets (as noted, vehicles, goods, 
machines, etc.) and banks often do not lend against such assets. the creation of a movable collateral registry 
makes these movable assets bankable and allows Smes to obtain the credit against them. asian economies 
that have successfully implemented such a registry include Singapore and hong Kong, China, among others. 
Considering that, in a World Bank sample from 2002–2010, about 60% of firms have access to finance and 
47% have a loan. Box 4 details a study of movable collateral registries.

Box 4: impact of a movable collateral registry

to reduce the issue of information asymmetry, banks typically 
demand collateral from small and medium-sized enterprises 
(Smes). movable assets such as machinery and equipment, 
inventory, etc. account for a significantly larger share of 
Sme assets than do fixed assets, such as land or buildings. 
however, in developing countries, due to inadequate legal 
and regulatory environments and enforcement issues, banks 
are usually reluctant to lend against the movable collateral. 
ergo, movable assets become “dead capital.”

a movable collateral registry is a repository of interest in 
or ownership in movable assets. it solves two key issues: 
(i) it notifies parties about the presence of a security interest 
or legal contract claim, and (ii) priority of the lenders vis-à-vis 
third parties.

using firm-level surveys from 73 countries, World Bank 
researchers looked at the impact of adopting collateral 
registries for movable assets on firms’ access to bank funding. 
the impact of the introduction of movable collateral registries 
was observed to be economically significant: access to bank 
funding is increased by about 8%, while access to loans is 
increased by 7%, thanks to the movable collateral registry 
reform (see graph). these are sizeable effects.
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insolvency mechanism. despite the above systems in place and businesses’ best efforts, financial 
difficulties require either restructuring or business liquidation. the timeliness of processes is critical as the 
business loses value quickly with delays (thorburn 2000). hence, banks, especially lacking strong credit 
history and collateral, desire swift resolution of insolvency. the efficiency of the insolvency mechanisms 
rests majorly on nonfinancial institutions, including legal frameworks and quasi-legal bodies, such as 
adjudication courts. Further, it needs a robust supply of quasi-financial entities, including insolvency 
professionals, distressed fund buyers, and price-discovery mechanisms to ensure that banks get fair 
assessment and pricing of assets under resolution. 

in asia, developing countries do not fare well on insolvency mechanisms, especially for small borrowers, 
which act as serious impediments in credit to Smes.

a good example of this is Singapore, where, according to the ease of doing Business ranking 2019 
(World Bank 2019b), insolvency gets resolved in 0.8 years and lenders get 88.7 cents back on the dollar. 
the primary reason for faster resolution and higher rate of recovery is complete support of the laws and 
legal system. Singapore has progressive bankruptcy laws that were overhauled significantly in 2017 on the 
lines of Chapter 11 in the uS Bankruptcy Code.

Singapore has a strong legal base for civil charges against liable persons or parties. For fraudulent trading, 
in addition to the criminal charges, the courts can declare a person responsible without limitation for the 
debt of the insolvent company. the track record of such prosecution is praiseworthy. the prosecuting 
authorities regularly charge such frauds and courts impose deterrent sentences to uphold the ethical 
standards of business. the recent thoroughly revamped laws passed aim to make Singapore the leading 
center for debt restructuring in asia and the Pacific. the laws include, in line with Chapter 11, progressive 
features such as expanding courts’ jurisdiction over foreign corporate debtors, automatic moratoriums on 
filing of applications extending to related entities, as well as rescue financing, enhanced disclosures, and 
establishing a dedicated bench of specialist insolvency judges, etc.

the broader underlying theme of the above mechanisms focuses on the creation of a public good when the 
creation of a private good is either costly or infeasible. the majority of Smes, on a standalone basis, cannot 
invest to bring their operations to meet the expectations of the current credit assessment system. 
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SPeCiaLiZed inStitutiOnS

Public interventions to tackle the issues small and medium-sized enterprises (Smes) face include: 
(i) specialized financial institutions for Sme financing, (ii) Sme credit insurance schemes, and (iii) Sme credit 
guarantee schemes (CGSs). the role of the first two is examined briefly and the role of the CGS in detail in 
subsequent sections.

Financial institutions Specializing in Sme Financing
developing countries in asia and the Pacific, in many instances, have established specialized financial 
institutions to channel the flow of funds to micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises (mSmes). 
While some such institutions engage in direct lending, others adopt the refinancing model, in which the 
primary node of the disbursal of loans is financial institutions.

Shinkin banks, for example, are private deposit-taking cooperative banks specializing on regional financing 
of Smes in Japan. Shinkin banks, like city and regional banks, are protected by deposit insurance, and 
they must conform to capital adequacy criteria as well as other banking regulations and supervision. 
Shinkin banks, unlike municipal or regional banks, give loans primarily to member Smes who take advantage 
of the Shinkin banks. they can issue loans to non-member Smes, but the percentage of such loans must be 
limited to 20%. they can, however, accept deposits from anyone.

Shinkin banks are typically smaller than city banks, but they are larger than credit cooperatives (shinyokumiai). 
they have contributed significantly to the overall expansion of Smes in Japan’s various areas (hosono et al. 
2006) and give 14.7% of total loans to Smes, with funds totaling JPY128 trillion ($1.24 trillion) (Shinkin 
Central Bank 2015).

in the republic of Korea, the industrial Bank of Korea is legally mandated to have 70% Sme loans in its total 
loan portfolio. the government provides funds to the bank to cover deficits incurred and may provide a 
guarantee on interest and principal payments of the bank’s bonds. the industrial Bank of Korea’s expansion 
accelerated in the 1980s, when the government’s industrial policy shifted from export-oriented larger 
businesses to technology-intensive Smes. Since 1981, the industrial Bank of Korea has offered policy loans 
to Smes that manufacture and sell various intermediate commodities, such as various parts, industrial 
materials, and tools, to larger companies. as the country’s “Sme bank” and through constant expansion of 
corporate lending bases, especially to Smes, it has reached 1.42 million clients out of 4 million total Smes in 
the country.

One of industrial Bank of Korea’s key philosophies is that “it does not take away umbrellas when it rains.” 
as such, it the only bank in the country that extended Sme loans during the asian financial crisis in 1997 
and provided 74% of Sme loans to the market during the credit card crisis in 2004. 

VII
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industrial Bank of Korea’s liquidity injection helped Smes’ access to finance. the total net increase of Sme 
financing was $19.3 billion by all domestic banks during and after the global financial crisis. Out of these, 
industrial Bank of Korea played a crucial role in financing $17.6 billion of Sme loans, accounting for 91% of 
the total net increase in loans for Smes (Figure 6).

Figure 6: trend of Small and medium-Sized enterprise Financing market Share: the republic of korea  
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more recently, during the COVid-19 pandemic, the industrial Bank of Korea has provided the largest amount 
of Sme financing.

the industrial Bank of Korea alone provided new loans for W10.3 trillion in 2015, accounting for 20% of the 
annual W52.8 trillion net growth in Sme loans extended by all Korean banks. With a market share of 22.3% 
in Sme loan balances, the industrial Bank of Korea is the only Korean financial institution for Smes with a 
market share of 20% or more.

in addition, as a policy bank specializing in Sme lending, the industrial Bank of Korea helped uphold the 
government’s fiscal policy in 2015, helping to lift the country’s economy out of its quagmire and stimulate 
the country’s creative economy by launching a slew of new products aimed specifically at financing Smes, 
particularly start-ups. as of the first half of 2018, unsecured loans comprised 32.3% of the Sme loan portfolio 
and 23.6% of the micro-business portfolio of the industrial Bank of Korea.

http://hts2my.newdept.com/files/occasion/cbff0f9c9fb9d5630fb874eebbbc52a7_20190730130842.pdf
http://hts2my.newdept.com/files/occasion/cbff0f9c9fb9d5630fb874eebbbc52a7_20190730130842.pdf
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meanwhile, in thailand, the Small and medium enterprise development Bank of thailand was founded 
in 1964 to help Smes start up or grow by offering loans, guarantees, venture capital, and advisory 
services. By the end of 2020, the bank had issued 101,520.22 million baht to 82,274 entrepreneurs 
(Sme development Bank of thailand 2020).

Sme credit insurance Schemes
Smes need credit insurance, mainly to protect themselves in trade transactions. it becomes important 
as many of the risks involved in trade (political, macroeconomic, etc.) are completely outside the control 
of Smes, and an issue with a major trading partner (such as political unrest), could trigger a chain of 
bankruptcies in Smes in the broader economy. to protect against this, many economies operate Sme trade 
credit insurance schemes.

another government-owned, specialized financial institution for Sme exporters is the export-import Bank 
of thailand (eXim thailand). in keeping with government policies and steps to support the thai economy, 
eXim thailand has established a number of financial services. Sme start-up credit, Sme export delight, 
Sme border trade, Sme relocation and expansion, and Sme research and development and innovation 
credit are some of them. as per its 2019 annual report, eXim thailand insurance turnover stands at 
B121,372 million (about $4 billion), registering 31.3% annual growth (eXim thailand 2019).

Small, medium-sized, and large enterprises in all industries can get export credit insurance from the 
Sri Lanka export Credit insurance Corporation. export credit insurance can help users trade with confidence 
in overseas markets. the insurance scheme covers political risk, country-specific risk, subsidiary risk, and 
others. the coverage ranges from 60%–90% of exposure.

Some countries, such as Japan and the uS, also provide insurance against natural hazards. For example, 
the Small Business administration in the uS provides hazard insurance to cover against wind, hail, and 
cyclone risks. uS eXim Bank also offers up to 100% coverage for single-buyer credit insurance.

Sme credit guarantee Schemes
Countries around the world, as noted, have been using the CGS, in various forms, as a public instrument to 
improve the flow of funds into targeted sectors (such as agriculture) and groups (start-ups, women, etc.). 
in economic terms, a public guarantee scheme is a tool that tries to close the gap between supply and 
demand in Sme financing (Yoshino and taghizadeh-hesary 2016b). the CGS has existed in a number of 
nations since the turn of the twentieth century (Beck et al. 2010). however, more than a quarter of public 
CGSs were launched after the global financial crisis began in 2007.

the CGS aims to help financial sectors that are having trouble raising capital, such as Smes. CGS participants 
raised their sales and survival rates in the republic of Korea (Oh et al. 2009). France, Germany, italy, and 
Spain, according to the european association of mutual Guarantee Societies, are the eu’s largest guarantee 
markets by total volume.
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Since a credit guarantee scheme (CGS) alone cannot deepen an underdeveloped financial system, the 
gaps in small and medium-sized enterprise (Sme) financing that the CGS can fill should be well defined. 
the first and most critical step in deciding whether to set up a CGS is the need to identify its exact economic 
role. For this, the stepwise flowchart must be followed (table 6).

Table 6: identifying the credit guarantee Scheme purpose

Step 1 analyze access to finance issues: “360º assessment” using industry and institutional resources to identify Smes access to 
finance issues such as higher interest rates, higher rejection rates, demand for collateral, and other issues.

Step 2
analyze underlying causes: the outcome of step 1 must be analyzed to clearly identify core underlying issues. 
For example, higher interest rates could be due to a higher risk-weight for Sme exposures, difficulty in credit assessment, or 
ineffective bankruptcy procedures.

Step 3
analyze overlap of functions: assess whether the existing institutions/mechanisms have addressed, or have ineffectively 
addressed, the issues identified in step 2. if ineffectively addressed, reforming existing mechanisms may be considered. in all 
other cases, the issues may possibly be targeted with the help of a CGS.

Step 4
analyze institutional market failure issues: this step looks at market failure that requires intervention. a CGS should only 
target issues for which it can offer suitable, long-term, and optimal solutions. a CGS should not be a permanent solution to 
issues that can be solved better with mechanisms such as a movable collateral registry or a functional insolvency framework.

CGS = credit guarantee scheme, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Source: authors’ compilation.

Further, the CGS combines a subsidy element with market-based arrangements for credit allocation, leading 
to less distortion in credit markets than a more direct form of intervention, such as state-owned banks. 
to reiterate an earlier point, the objective of the CGS is to generate financial and economic additionality.

Financial additionality
the additionality condition measures the net-positive impact of an intervention. it means that there should 
be no crowding out and financing should ideally reach previously unserved/underserved Smes. Financial 
additionality also includes more attractive loan size, pricing, and maturities for eligible Smes, as well as 
reduced required collateral for borrowing and speedier loan processing. according to Levitsky (1997), if the 
CGS is effectively developed and deployed, it can generate a 30% to 35% financial additionality on average.

VIII
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economic additionality
Like financial additionality, economic additionality is said to be generated when the Smes supported 
achieve economic goals, such as increased growth, employment, innovation, or exports. it is tougher to 
measure than financial additionality, given the second-order effects. however, given the higher share of 
employment, GdP, and exports in high and upper middle-income countries than in lower middle-income 
and low-income countries, economic additionality is evident if the financial access to the Sme improves. 
adB forecasts that a 10% increase in trade finance leads to a 1% rise in employment. in many cases, this is 
done by relying on lenders’ and Sme insiders’ qualitative assessments to determine whether, for example, 
credit availability has improved or employment have been generated (honohan 2010).

Given these objectives, the CGS can play the following roles:

 ɂ navigating the financial system—loan advisory services

 ɂ professionalizing and scaling up businesses—business advisory services

 ɂ lack of collateral—guarantee

 ɂ poor credit assessment—loan assessor

 ɂ costly credit monitoring—loan monitoring

 ɂ poor credit information systems—maintaining a rich database

 ɂ denial of loan in risky stages—direct financing

the many CGSs in asia and their roles are in Section X: Credit Guarantee Schemes—examination and 
Country Case Studies.

how does the credit guarantee Scheme work?
as already outlined, a CGS smooths the frictions Smes face in the lending process. economically, in the 
usual case of lending to Smes, an adverse loan supply is observable, as the backward-bending loan supply 
curve in Figure 7 shows. due to information asymmetry, banks not only charge higher interest rates, but they 
are reluctant to lend higher amounts to Smes “perceived” as risky. this explains the backward-bending Sme 
loan supply curve.

however, as a CGS mitigates this information asymmetry by sharing the default risk, the expected 
default losses for the bank declines and those banks become more willing to lend to guaranteed Smes. 
Figure 7 displays the loan supply curve with a credit guarantee system as a dashed line. the dashed line will 
be flatter as the CGS guarantee ratio rises, implying that Smes will have funding easily accessible because 
banks will be more eager in giving them loans.

in addition to easier access, the Sme gains on pricing, as pricing is related to the risk taken by the bank. 
as the risk is now shared by the CGS, Smes gain favorable terms. to improve the flow of funds, 
the guarantee manager can also act as a loan assessor and monitor, which can help to enhance the loan 
quality (Zander et al. 2013).
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Figure 7: credit guarantee Schemes and Small and medium-Sized enterprise loan Supply

�SME

LSME

Normal loan supply curve to
SMEs with existence of

credit guarantee scheme

Backward-bending
loan supply curve

LSME = amount of loan to Smes, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises, TSME = lending interest rate to Smes.
Source: n. Yoshino and F. taghizadeh-hesary. 2018. Optimal credit guarantee ratio for small and medium-sized enterprises’ 
financing: evidence from asia. Economic Analysis and Policy. 62(C). pp. 342–356.

implementation Flow of the credit guarantee Scheme
in a CGS, as discussed, three primary actors are involved: the borrower, financial institutions, and the CGS. 
as it is an ongoing relationship, these parties interact at different life-cycle stages of the loan for different 
purposes. Figure 8 presents a brief schematic of the flow.

Figure 8: credit guarantee process Flow

5. Loan repayments
4. Loans
1. Loan applications

1. Credit guarantee applications
2. Creditworthiness check
4. Payment of guarantee fee
8. Determination of entitlement to compensation
9. Loan repayments (recovery of funds)

Deposits
1. Credit guarantee applications
3. Issuing a Credit Guarantee Certificate 
6. Payment request under the guarantee
7. Payment under the guarantee subrogation

CGCs

Financial
Institutions

SMEs and
Microbusinesses

CGC = Credit Guarantee Corporation, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Source: n. Yoshino and F. taghizadeh-hesary. 2018. role of Credit Guarantee Scheme and Community Based trust Funds in Sme 
Financing. Paper prepared for the Promoting Sme trade Finance in the CareC region. Xiamen. 3–4 december.
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in most cases, a credit guarantee is applied through a financial institution. it is common for a guarantee 
agency and a financial institution to share the responsibility at a certain rate in the event of a loss in the 
guaranteed loan. in the case of applying for credit guarantees through such financial institutions, financial 
institutions can expect a decrease in the incidence of bad loans because they will improve their ability 
to analyze Smes’ credit. the downside is that Smes may have less access to CGSs because financial 
institutions apply for guarantees by evaluating Smes on stricter internal guidelines.

credit guarantee Schemes in asia
asia has relatively widely established CGSs: many countries in the region have schemes in some form. 
in 2007, indonesia launched the People’s Business Loan, a government-backed CGS for Smes that 
guarantees 70% to 80% of the credit applied. the damu entrepreneurship development Fund in Kazakhstan 
has a partial CGS for Smes (up to 70%). the damu Fund administers interest rate subsidies for loans to 
entrepreneurs and gives bank guarantees to entrepreneurs when acquiring loans. the damu Fund covers up 
to 85% of the total amount of microcredit, with a maximum nominal interest rate of 6% per year for the final 
borrower (damu 2017).

Since July 1972, malaysia’s Credit Guarantee Corporation Berhad has issued guarantees to Smes. 
the Bank of South Pacific (a regional bank) in Papua new Guinea offers Smes partial credit guarantees 
(50% of the credit applied). in the republic of Korea, there are three public credit guarantee institutions: 
the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund (KOdit), the Korea technology Credit Guarantee Fund (KOteC), and 
the Korean Federation of Credit Guarantee Foundations. KOdit primarily offers guarantees to start-ups 
that are not focused on information technology as well as export-oriented Smes. the fund’s principal goal 
is to promote balanced economic development by providing credit guarantees for the liabilities of budding 
Smes that have inadequate tangible collateral.

CGSs also discharge certain critical niche roles in the region:

Further lending—to extend its cooperation with the Bangko Sentral ng Pilipinas, the development 
Bank of the Philippines also has a credit surety fund credit facility through which eligible cooperatives 
and nongovernment organizations can apply for loans, either to re-lend to their members who request 
financing for their businesses (wholesale) or to utilize for a cooperative’s or nongovernment organization’s 
entrepreneurial business activities directly (retail). to expand banks’ lending to mSmes, the development 
Bank of the Philippines has developed the Sustainable entrepreneurship enhancement and development 
program, retail Lending for micro and Small enterprises, and the Credit Surety Fund Facility (adB 2015).

disaster control—Following the tsunami and earthquake tragedy in Fukushima, Japan in march 2011, 
the government concluded to increase credit guarantee ratios to 100% (full guarantee), as many Smes 
found it problematic to obtain credit from banks (Yoshino and taghizadeh-hesary 2014).

in table 7, which looks at the credit guarantee landscape, it is evident that while the CGS in asia has 
been present for a long time, governance and operations models adopted by them are very different. 
While most countries (the republic of Korea, Japan, etc.) have specialized central agencies to administer 
CGSs; countries like Sri Lanka do not.
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Similarly, the nature and extent of operations is wide ranging. While most CGSs limit themselves to just 
extending credit guarantee services, bigger CGSs, like those in Japan, malaysia, and others, provide a buffet 
of complementary services. the table, a good snapshot of the CGS landscape in asia, suggests that the CGS 
in a country may evolve uniquely in response to its financial and political system.

Table 7: credit guarantee landscape in Selected asia and pacific economies

economy institution established

business operations
target 
clients regulator

net asset 
($ million)

coverage 
ratio (%)

max. 
leverage

guarantee 
Fee 

(% avg.)cg ci others

india CGtmSe 2000 mSe Government – 50–85 – 1.00–2.00

indonesia askrindo Surety bond, 
customs bond, 

trade credit 
insurance, etc.

mSme regulatory 
authority

371 70–80 10x net 
worth

1.20–1.50

Jamkrindo Consulting 
services

mSme 520 70–80 10x net 
worth

2.28

PKPi mSme 0.7 75 – 1.50

Jamkrida Jatim micro/small 5 – – –

Jamkrida Bali micro/small – – – –

Japan JFC 2008 mSme Government 
and 

regulatory 
authority

22,093 – – –

nFCGC 1953 mSme 80–100 6x capital 
funds

0.90

republic 
of Korea

KOdit 1976 infra credit 
guarantee, 
consulting 

services, etc.

all 
businesses

Government 
and 

regulatory 
authority

5,693 50–85 20x 
capital 
funds

1.21

KOreG 
(CGFs)

2000 (CGFs: 
1996–2003)

Consulting 
services, etc.

mSme – 85–100 15x 
capital 
funds

1.10

KOteC 1989 technology 
appraisal and 

valuation, 
technology 

certificate, equity 
finance, m&a, 

technology 
transfer, business 

support, etc.

tech-Sme – 85 20x net 
asset

1.26

malaysia CGCmB 1972 direct lending, 
securitization, 

equity financing, 
credit bureau 
services, and 

consulting 
services

mSme Central Bank 814 50–100 6x 
reserve

3.65

nepal dCGC 1974 Guarantee for 
savings and fixed 

deposits

Sme/
Priority 
sector

Government 14 75 – 1.00

continued on next page
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Table 7: Continued

economy institution established

business operations
target 
clients regulator

net asset 
($ million)

coverage 
ratio (%)

max. 
leverage

guarantee 
Fee 

(% avg.)cg ci others

Papua new 
Guinea

SBdC 1990 Business training 
program, 

consulting 
services, etc.

Start-up Government – 80 – –

Philippines SBC 2001 
(SBGFC: 

1991)

direct lending, 
mSme note, 

preferred shares, 
capacity building 

programs 
for Smes 

and financial 
institutions, etc.

mSme Central Bank 44 70–80 3x –

Sri Lanka Central Bank 
of Sri Lanka 

(no specialized 
institution)

1967 activities as a 
central bank

Profitable 
businesses

– 5 50–80 – 1.00

thailand tCG 1991 Consulting 
services, etc.

Sme Government 382 – 10x 
equity

1.75

– = data not available, CG = credit guarantee, CGCmB = Credit Guarantee Corporation malaysia Berhad, CGtmSe = Credit Guarantee Fund trust for micro 
and Small enterprises, Ci = credit insurance, dCGC = deposit and Credit Guarantee Corporation, JFC = Japan Finance Corporation, KOdit = Korea Credit 
Guarantee Fund, KOreG = Korean Federation of Credit Guarantee Foundations, KOteC = Korea technology Credit Guarantee Fund, mSmes = micro, 
small, and medium-sized enterprises, nFCGC = national Federation of Credit Guarantee Corporations, PKPi = indonesian Justice and unity Party, 
SBC = Small Business Corporation, SBdC = Small Business development Corporation, SmeG = Small and medium enterprise Credit Guarantee Fund, 
Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises, tCG = thai Credit Guarantee Corporation.
Source: asian development Bank. 2014. ADB–OECD Study on Enhancing Financial Accessibility for SMEs: Lessons from Recent Crises. manila.
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For 2012–2019, adB committed a total of $3.2 billion to support small and medium-sized enterprise (Sme) 
financing operations. Over the 8-year period, the contribution to the sector grew 378%. annual commitments 
generally increased up to 2017, but were subdued in the following 2 years (table 8).

Table 8: adb Small and medium-Sized enterprise Financing operations

a. by product ($ million)

commitment year

total2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Sovereign 

a. Loan   –  88 150 228 166 700 281 195 1,808

b. Grant   3   –   1   4   –   3   –   –    11

nonsovereign

c. Loan 106 181  60  65 195  75 329 330 1,340

d. equity   1  15   –   –   –   –   –   –    16

total (a+b+c+d) 110 284 211 297 361 778 610 525 3,176

b. by region ($ million)

commitment year

total2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019

Central and West asia  10  71 151 242   6 403 145 105 1,134

east asia   – 138  60   – 105 100 155 180   737

Pacific   –   –   –   –   –   –   –   –    –

South asia 100  10   –  55 250 275 110 240 1,040

Southeast asia   –  50   –   –   –   – 200   –   250

regional   –  15   –   –   –   –   –   –    15

total 110 284 211 297 361 778 610 525 3,176

– = data not available, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
note: does not include technical assistance projects.
Source: Sector advisory Service Cluster – Finance, asian development Bank.

adB’s support for Sme financing comprises mainly sovereign and nonsovereign loans. most of the loans 
extended were financial intermediation loans lent to public and private sector institutions for onward lending 
to Smes. For some of the projects, targets were set for the end-beneficiaries, such as female-owned 
enterprises or enterprises located in rural or underdeveloped areas.

IX
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recognizing the importance and long-lasting role of supporting credit infrastructure, adB also helped 
enhance the enabling environment for Sme financing through legal and regulatory reforms, strengthening of 
financial regulators and institutions, and establishing the necessary market infrastructure.

in terms of regions covered, for the period under review, Central and West asia received the most allocations 
at 35.7%, followed by South asia (32.7%), and east asia (23.2%) (Figure 9).

adb Support for credit guarantee Schemes
adB experience suggests supporting credit guarantee schemes (CGSs) has been instrumental in 
providing much needed financing to asian Smes. the organization’s support for credit guarantees has 
been implemented as part of broader financial sector programs that address supply and demand-side 
constraints relating to Sme financing constraints. its approach has been to combine policy-based loans, 
financial intermediation loans, and technical assistance to provide a comprehensive response covering 
financing gaps; inadequate regulatory, legal, and market structures; and weak institutional capacity. 
table 9 summarizes adB projects across the asia region with an inbuilt credit guarantee component.

 ɂ in armenia, among the policy reforms supported by adB’s program was the adoption of a revised 
loan guarantee scheme by the Small and medium entrepreneurship development national Center to 
improve outreach to female entrepreneurs and micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises (mSmes) 
(adB n.d., armenia). the program assisted in providing 300 mSmes, including start-ups, with 
guarantees amounting to $2.6 million, of which $1.3 million was issued to female entrepreneurs. 
the program was also instrumental in achieving economic impact in generating 2,780 new mSme loans. 

Figure 9: adb’s Small and medium-Sized enterprise Financing operations by region  
($ million)

Southeast Asia
250 (7.9%)

Regional
15 (0.5%)

Central and West Asia
1,134 (35.7%)East Asia

737 (23.2%)

South Asia
1,040 (32.7%)

note: does not include technical assistance projects.
Source: authors’ calculations using data from Sector advisory Service Cluster – Finance.
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Table 9: adb’s credit guarantee Scheme Support

project implementation period amount number of Smes benefited 

armenia Women’s entrepreneurship 
Support Sector 
development Program

19 december 2013–
17 december 2015

$2.6 million 300 mSmes (151 were to female 
entrepreneurs, with a total value of 
$1.30 million)

People’s 
republic 
of China

heilongjiang Green urban 
and economic revitalization 
Project (49021-002)

1 april 2020–
31 august 2023

$56 million

air quality improvement in 
the Greater Beijing–tianjin–
hebei region—China national 
investment and Guaranty 
Corporation’s Green Financing 
Platform Project (50096-002)

14 august 2017–
30 September 2022

€91.6 million there are 11 Smes financed by 
the GFP. CnY229 million has 
been invested in Smes for green 
investment projects by the GFP. 

mongolia Supporting the Credit 
Guarantee System for 
economic diversification 
and employment Project

14 april 2016–
31 October 2021

$60 million 
($24.8 million 
of bank credit 

provided)

285 Smes (49.5% are female-
owned and 25.6% in rural areas)

Viet nam Second Sme development 
Program, Subprogram 2

26 may 2011–
31 december 2011

$50.9 million the number of approved loans that 
were supported by the government 
guarantee scheme increased from 
1,164 in 2009 to 1,536 in 2015.

mSmes = micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises; Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Source: asian development Bank.

 ɂ in mongolia, adB helped the government reform the credit guarantee system framework in the country. 
as of 2018, adB’s assistance to the Credit Guarantee Fund of mongolia has led to the access of 
181 firms to $14 million worth of guarantees on loans worth $24.8 million. the program has also 
assisted in securing 3,500 jobs, 1,300 of which are new (adB 2019).

 ɂ in Viet nam, adB’s Sme development Program led to the revision of the regulatory framework of the 
CGS in 2010 to ensure a more balanced credit risk and collateral sharing with participating commercial 
banks (adB n.d., Viet nam). these reforms have led to the growth of loans supported by CGSs.

evaluations of the completed programs have noted several factors that affect the effectiveness of adB’s 
assistance. First, private sector participation needs to be enhanced. adoption of technology by both, public 
and private sector can play a key role in that. For example, in Viet nam, the introduction of web-based 
business registration and publication of key data and statistics can lead to greater transparency and private 
sector engagement. even with regulatory and legal reforms supporting credit guarantees in place, the 
private sector remains apprehensive in lending to mSmes due to the perceived risks involved (adB 2016a). 
in addition, the institutional capacity of mSmes (such as poor financial reporting systems, weak governance, 
and low productivity) need to be strengthened. the rapid growth of credit to an underdeveloped mSme sector 
resulting in the deterioration of loan portfolio quality has been raised as a regulatory concern (adB 2018). 
Lastly, despite the establishment of guarantee institutions, Sme access to finance remains a challenge. 
reforms to address high collateral requirements, lending-deposit interest spread, and financial access costs 
need to be pursued (adB 2020a).
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analysis of other asian CGSs illustrates potential guidelines to address issues of effectiveness in previous 
CGS programs. Problems with private sector participation can be mitigated through developing the whole 
credit ecosystem. Policy makers must be ready to develop not only a rich credit information system 
consisting of a credit rating agency and credit database, but also the financial literacy and capacity of Sme 
borrowers (nadeem and rasool 2018).

additionally, moral hazard is among the most important challenges for the implementation of CGSs in 
several countries (Levitsky 1997). a full guarantee presents a moral hazard dilemma because banks are 
less likely to examine Smes’ operations and evaluate if they are sound before proceeding to extend loans. 
While there is no one-size-fits-all approach, policy makers should seek to address this issue by basing 
credit guarantee ratios on the financial soundness of banks and overall economic conditions (Yoshino and 
taghizadeh-hesary 2016c). 

lessons learned from adb Support
armenia
the Women’s entrepreneurship Support Sector development Program aimed to increase the role of female 
entrepreneurs in economic development and address the challenges that women and the mSmes faced. 
adB supported the program with technical assistance for capacity development. in the program’s two 
components, the policy-based loan and financial intermediation loans, the first allocated budget to the 
Small and medium entrepreneurship development national Center. this funded a loan guarantee scheme 
for start-ups, of which 50% would go to female entrepreneurs. 

the program provided an important demonstration effect and a learning experience to other multilateral 
development banks, according to the project completion report. it addressed gender disparities and 
increased the number of new businesses established by women. the program was rated likely sustainable—
access to finance by female entrepreneurs and mSmes improved with the program’s 151 loan guarantees 
amounting to $1.3 million. its impact is demonstrated by the policy and regulatory changes and possible 
shift in attitude by financial institutions to mSmes owned by women.

the Sme development center issued gender-responsive loan guarantees through sex-disaggregated loan 
guarantee applications and approvals.

however, issues and lessons from the center were identified. the center must collect accurate data to 
measure output indicators that truly reflect outcomes caused by the program intervention directly targeting 
women. Policy reforms also need to be institutionalized to expand the financial limitations and operations to 
support the center.

in addition, adB fell short in ensuring that a start-up database on mSmes with sex-disaggregated data was 
established and sustained. this could have served evidence-based assessment of program achievements 
and developing programs that fully target the challenges faced by women’s mSmes (adB 2019). 
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viet nam
the Small and medium-Sized enterprises development Program sought to improve Viet nam’s business 
environment to support Sme and private sector development. the program targeted four main outputs, 
one of which was enhancing Sme access to finance through government reforms. included in these reforms 
is the 2010 revisions on the CGS, which ensured a more balanced credit risk and collateral sharing with 
commercial banks.

While the revision of the CGS directly led to an increase in government-supported guarantee schemes 
from 1,164 in 2009 to 1,536 in 2015, implementing agencies and related stakeholders continue to 
highlight the need to facilitate financial access, as a significant number of Smes remain without access to 
desired financing resources for their businesses. this issue stems considerably from the private sector’s 
apprehensiveness toward Sme financing due to the perceived risks involved (adB 2016a). 

the most significant challenge for the CGS in Viet nam is the lack of risk sharing and cooperation with 
private financial institutions (dang and Chuc 2019). Private banks lack the necessary risk involvement in the 
credit guarantee process as the government owns 98% of all CGS capital. additionally, current regulations 
put sole responsibility for credit assessment on often inexperienced CGS staff, allowing banks to ignore 
supervision and debt recovery processes, and pushing risks solely onto the guarantors. 

in addition, the CGS’s role in enhancing Sme access to finance has been compromised by new regulations 
ratified in 2014,5 which applied stricter collateral requirements to Sme loan applications. as a result, loans 
with a CGS have dramatically dropped since 2014. 

the Vietnamese situation illustrates the greater need for cooperation and risk sharing among public and 
private stakeholders. international experience suggests that credit assessment should be passed to private 
bank entities. and to prevent risk shifting from banks, the CGS should establish an appropriate coverage 
ratio. this ratio should balance risk sharing with lender participation. Previous studies have indicated that a 
coverage ratio of below 50% is unacceptable for banks (Levitzky 1997). 

Finally, a CGS should not forget its main mandate, and employ a more innovative approach that requires 
less strict conditions than commercial banks to allow more bank loans for Smes. establishing a credit risk 
database for Smes similar to Japan’s will allow CGS access to accurate information that can ease stringent 
capital requirements.

5 decision 58/2013/qd-ttg indicates that enterprises must have their own capital of at least 20% of the projects guaranteed.
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Beck et al. (2008), in a survey of 76 guarantee schemes across 46 countries, found that while the median age 
of the credit guarantee scheme (CGS) in the sample is 15 years, it rises to 27 years for high-income countries.

table 10 shows the CGS based on the involvement of different stakeholders. While the nature of other 
schemes is self-explanatory in their names, mutual guarantee schemes or associations are formed by 
borrowers with limited access to bank loans. they are private and independent organizations, and each 
corporate member usually pays a capital contribution to the scheme fund. their main strength is in a high 
degree of credit information on members and tight monitoring mechanisms. they are professionally run and 
enjoy some form of government support as re-guarantees, etc. in table 10, the number of tick marks captures 
the role and involvement of the stakeholder (i.e., government, financial sector, etc.) in different types of CGS.

Table 10: type of credit guarantee Scheme

model government
Financial 

Sector
business 
industry

international 
agencies example

Public guarantee schemes not applicable CGtmSe (india)

mGS not applicable Confidi (italy)

PPP schemes not applicable CGC Berhad (malaysia)

international schemes uSaid’s Loan Portfolio Guarantee Scheme

CGC = Credit Guarantee Corporation, CGtmSe = Credit Guarantee Fund trust for micro and Small enterprises, mGS = mutual guarantee 
scheme, PPP = public–private partnership, uSaid = united States agency for international development.
Source: authors’ compilation.

Looking more deeply at the structures that govern the CGS, six countries are considered (the PrC, india, Japan, 
the republic of Korea, malaysia, and Sri Lanka), as are the uS and the eu. noteworthy features include:

ownership and administration
Four dominant models are available for the establishment and administration of the CGS. mutual guarantee 
funds are more common in high-income nations, according to a 2008 World Bank study of 76 guarantee 
systems in 46 developed and developing countries. much of the middle- and low-income countries have 
publicly administered funds (OeCd 2009).
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in our comparative case study, a similar pattern was observed for india, Japan, Sri Lanka, and the uS, 
featuring public guarantee schemes; malaysia and the republic of Korea, public–private partnerships 
between central banks and financial institutions; and the PrC and the eu using diverse credit guarantee 
markets with public credit agencies, regional credit guarantee agencies, and mutual guarantee associations. 
importantly, Sri Lanka has no separate established guarantee agency, but the government department 
and central bank act as the implementing agency of the CGS, respectively. adB is working with the 
Government of Sri Lanka to establish a national Credit Guarantee institution (adB 2017).

Various models of administration exist. the republic of Korea, Japan, and malaysia have extensive staff to 
support CGS operations nationwide and they provide advisory services along with guarantees, including 
assessment services. in india, the CGS operates with a lean staff with no credit assessment services rendered.

Similarly, the Central Bank of Sri Lanka uses its own staff to run CGS services, and participating institutions 
have expressed multiple concerns about claim settlement, pay-out, and other issues, making the exercise not 
very effective. the uS Small Business administration, meanwhile, uses government resources extensively to 
run the CGS.

the PrC and the eu, as noted, have very diversified CGS markets. they include the participation of all 
stakeholders (public, financial institutions, corporates, etc.) and feature sophisticated products as well, 
such as re-guarantees. in these countries, governments have a major role in providing the institutional and 
legal frameworks and extending either direct funding or implicit or explicit counter guarantees.

also notable, in countries such as the PrC, Japan, and the republic of Korea, regional governments 
participate much more actively in running CGSs than in other countries in the sample. as local governments 
directly benefit through increased tax revenues, employment, and exports from the growth of Smes in their 
areas, they are interested in promoting local Sme financing. the three countries have a long history of strong 
central-local fiscal systems and fiscally strong local governments are potentially a great enabler for this 
model of CGS organization. these countries not only engage in extensive data collection and complement 
this with extensive credit assessment, they also have staff strength and organizational structure to embolden 
the credit guarantee system.

While governance success cannot be exclusively commented on based on whether it is a public, private, 
or a public–private partnership structure, it is clear that in countries where the CGSs are professional and 
separate agencies supported by robust governance and government Sme policies, they have delivered good 
results. Countries which have successfully implemented this model are Japan (public) and the republic of 
Korea, malaysia (public–private partnership).

regulation and Supervision
the regulation and supervision of credit guarantee institutions are primarily determined by the way the CGS 
is registered. For CGSs registered as a financial intermediary (usually nonbanking), it is most likely under the 
supervision of a central bank or another financial authority. For a public CGS or one running as an agency 
of the government, it is usually regulated by an act or executive order and supervised by ministries and 
government institutions.
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as CGS operation can vary, control can be exercised by multiple organizations as well. For instance, KOdit 
(republic of Korea), is monitored and assessed by multiple government departments, depending upon 
the function—the ministry of Strategy and Finance (Budget Planning), the Financial Services Commission 
(Operation Supervision), and the Small and medium Business administration (Capital Contribution). 
Similarly, in Japan, while the Japan Federation of Credit Guarantee Corporations and Japan Finance 
Corporation are under the supervision of the ministry of Finance and ministry of economy, trade, 
and industry (nationally), the 51 local credit guarantee companies are also under local government 
supervision. in some countries, schemes are under central bank supervision, such as CGC Berhad 
(a malaysian company), etc.

Figure 10 outlines the multidimensional organizational and supervision structure of the credit supplement 
system in Japan.

Figure 10: organizational Structure of Japan’s credit Supplement System
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Services and operations management
services offered
While the primary business of CGSs is to extend guarantees, Figure 11 shows that the CGS often extends a 
buffet of products and services to achieve the objective. these products and services can be characterized 
in the following ways:

 ɂ Financial Services

•	 advisory services. the CGSs provide advisory services to Smes to help improve book-keeping and 
accounting governance practices and improve timeliness of accounts preparation. Better-maintained 
financial recording helps Smes secure credit as they improve the credit assessment and monitoring 
process for lenders.

•	 products. in addition to credit guarantees, depending upon the need of mSmes, a CGS offers an 
array of products, such as trade credit insurance (the PrC, the republic of Korea), refinancing of 
loans (eu, Sri Lanka), etc.

 ɂ nonfinancial Services

•	 business advisory services. the CGS works with Smes, often depending upon the growth stage of 
the firm (start-up, growing) to scale and capitalize their business strengths. For example, CGC Berhad 
in malaysia supports and helps Smes secure halal certification. Similarly, in hungary, the rural Credit 
Guarantee Foundation,6 focuses on helping Smes from rural areas scale up their businesses.

•	 credit assessment product. One of the biggest challenges associated with Smes is the availability 
of data and credit assessment. as such, older and established CGSs have compiled extensive 
databases over the years, such as the Korea enterprise data and Japan’s Crd association and offer 
an additional layer of comfort to financial institutions and Smes by conducting credit assessment.

6 See the rural Credit Guarantee Foundation, at www.avhga.hu, for more information.

Figure 11: Services from credit guarantee Schemes
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Firm eligibility
usually, the firm eligibility criterion of a CGS is in sync with national thresholds. in the eu and the PrC, 
the mutual guarantee schemes and/or private players may choose to target certain niche segments and 
accordingly specify their cut-off and criterion to establish eligibility for a guarantee of firms. Further, as a 
policy focus area, certain countries may choose to focus on Smes belonging to a particular class (gender, 
race, etc.) and region. Box 5 shows the republic of Korea’s targeting of new technology-based enterprises.

Box 5: establishing a tech Start-up-Focused Fund: the republic of korea

the Korea technology Credit Guarantee Fund (KOteC) was established in 1989 as a not-for-profit guarantee agency 
under the Korea technology Finance Cooperation act to provide credit guarantees to emerging technology-based firms 
and so modernize the economy. 

KOteC caters to technologically strong small and medium-sized enterprises to promote their growth, its support aimed 
at ensuring speed of innovation in these technology-related firms, which were perceived as risky. 

Since its foundation, KOteC has cumulatively provided W345 trillion in guarantees to 78,000 firms. it also provides 
advisory services to foster technological development and helps firms overcome obstacles.

according to the research, KOteC has had a positive impact on the sales and productivity growth of the businesses it 
supports. advisory services, review, and system-supporting technology have all led to a high loan survival rate.

Sources: J. W. Kang and a. heshmati. 2008. effect of credit guarantee policy on survival and performance of Smes in republic of 
Korea. Small Business Economics. 31. pp. 445–462; S. roper. 2009. Credit Guarantee Schemes: a tool to promote Sme growth and 
innovation in the mena region. Paper prepared for the 3rd mena-OeCd Working Group on Sme Policy. Paris. 26 October.

Type of guarantee
the type of guarantee is important in deciding the guarantee delivery model of the CGS. two primary types 
of guarantees exist: retail guarantees and portfolio guarantees. retail guarantees are usually costlier, as they 
involve individual assessment, and they are preferable if the guarantee-giving entity has an information 
advantage over lenders about the Smes. this model is commonly observed in mutual guarantee schemes. 
mutual guarantee schemes have better information on their members and, hence, can better assess credit 
risk than lenders.

Similarly, central CGSs in Japan, the republic of Korea, and malaysia have extensive information on Smes 
and can assess risk better. Japan, the republic of Korea, and malaysia, and CGS and/or mutual guarantee 
schemes in the eu, offer retail credit guarantees for exposure in their credit guarantee portfolios.

the decision to offer a portfolio guarantee is not made on an individual basis. rather, granting a guarantee 
is subject to a common criterion such as the loan amount, a minimum degree of trustworthiness based on 
financial statistics, the intended use of funds, the firm’s geographic location, or its industry connection. 
this system usually necessitates less skill on the side of the CGS and has reduced administrative costs. 
table 11 compares two types of guarantees.
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risk management tools
coverage ratio
the coverage ratio is the portion of the loan that the CGS guarantees. Careful consideration is important 
to minimize moral hazard. Beck et al. (2010) found an average coverage ratio of 80% across 76 schemes 
around the world. in the european union State aid Framework, an upper maximum of 80% ratio is also 
defined as the upper limit for guarantee coverage through public funding.

Coverage can also be determined through an auction system that potentially minimizes moral hazard. 
Chile’s FOGaPe and mexico’s national Guarantees Fund adopt the auction model to decide coverage ratio.

in our sample of case countries, the coverage ratio ranges between 50%–90%. deciding coverage ratio is 
often one of the most challenging issues. in an economy with significant information asymmetry between 
borrower and lenders, or lenders are heavily reliant on collateral to make lending decisions, a higher coverage 
ratio might be required to incentivize lenders to lend to Smes and with minimum collateral. however, 
policy makers should be cautious and should not set the coverage ratio too high. the coverage ratio should 
be set optimally to give financial institutions “skin in the game” to conduct proper due diligence and credit 
appraisal of the borrowers. in a few nations, the coverage ratio is used as a policy instrument to attract a 
specific group of small business owners, going up to 100% in limited instances to support certain categories 
of loans (such as technology in the republic of Korea; micro firms in the uS, etc.). Likewise, the indian 
Credit Guarantee Fund trust for micro and Small enterprises gives female entrepreneurs and Smes in the 
country’s northeast better coverage rates.

Table 11: portfolio versus retail guarantees

portfolio guarantee retail guarantee

Staff requirement Low high

Operational cost Low high

risk differentiation Comparatively less high

decision criterion Predefined threshold (loan amount, tenor, 
sector, group, etc.)

individual risk assessment

Suitable new CGS mature CGS

risk targeting Low ability Can target new risky firms such as start-ups, 
tech firms, etc.

additionality Low high

moral hazard middle Low

CGS = credit guarantee scheme.
Source: authors’ compilation.
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Tenor and credit instruments
the maturity of loans promoted by a CGS varies by country and by product. CGS-backed loans are directly 
related to the credit origination process set by lenders—implying that the amount and tenor of a loan is 
decided by use of funds and borrower’s creditworthiness and contributions.

in general, credit guaranteed loans are approved and disbursed through established eligibility criteria, which 
are agreed between the CGS and lenders concerning the type of credit instruments—whether working 
capital loans and/or investment financing—that should be targeted and supported. While working capital 
loans supplement the day-to-day operations of a company and are crucial for maintaining solvency and 
employment, investment financing supports long-term initiatives such as investments in machinery and 
expansion projects and are crucial for long-term economic growth.

ideally, a CGS should support all kinds of financing instruments, which has been the case in most credit 
guarantee institutions across the world. a survey of 60 public CGSs across 54 countries by World Bank 
noted that 85% of CGSs in the sample offer coverage for both instruments, in almost equal proportions 
(Calice 2016).7 Similarly, surveys of CGS in Western europe (Chatzouz et al. 2017), Central, eastern, and 
South-eastern europe (Vienna initiative 2014), and middle east and north africa (Saadani et al. 2011) 
illustrate similar results, with a majority of institutions providing coverage for both.

however, if a CGS must concentrate on one option due to lack of funds or risk aversion, targeting 
investment financing is the more ideal approach, as it creates more additionality derived from long-term 
Sme growth and development (Green 2003). OeCd (2011) notes that more focused funds, particularly 
where these exclude guarantees for working capital, have higher levels of additionality. Further, some CGSs 
choose to restrict working capital loans due to the perceived risk of non-asset backed loans (OeCd 2011). 
the World Bank survey of public CGS reflects these theories well, as most of the remaining 15% of CGSs 
in the sample only provide investment finance. Banks that only promote longer-term loans include 
the Canada Small Business Financing Program (CSBF) in Canada, macedonian Bank for development 
Promotion in macedonia, Caisse Centrale de Garantie (CCG) in morocco, and tunisian Guarantee 
Company (SOtuGar) in tunisia.

the World Bank and european Bank Coordination initiative prescribed key principles for CGSs. 
these include adopting a mandate on establishing eligibility criteria for supporting different types of credit 
instruments—short-term working capital loans and/or long-term investment financing. While the best 
approach has not yet been determined, a report by KPmG establishes that a CGS should establish support 
for both purposes. additionally, restrictions should be established on the size and tenor of the loans and 
total exposure to any single borrower or lender.

7 the scope of the survey encompasses CGSs in 22 high-income, 29 middle-income, and 3 low-income countries. 
By regional distribution, the survey covers 4 CGSs in africa, 13 in asia, 15 in europe, 11 in the middle east and north africa; 
and 17 in north america, Latin america, and the Caribbean.
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the CGS needs to strictly balance facilitating access to finance and operational sustainability. however, 
a CGS should not have strict conditions similar to that of a commercial bank. CGS should implement a 
more innovative approach that requires easier conditions than commercial banks and should alleviate high 
collateral requirements. For example, Lebanon’s Kafalat innovative, one of three credit guarantee activities, 
explicitly requires banks not to impose collateral requirements on borrowers. rather, a 10% equity provision 
must be provided instead.

pricing
the CGS makes money by charging fees for loan guarantees, which has an impact on borrower incentives. 
up-front and annual fees are common, and they frequently coexist. the former has the benefit of 
discouraging ineligible loans and guaranteeing that early defaulting borrowers pay into the scheme. 
up-front fees for the countries in the sample ranged from 0%–3.5% and annual fees are usually less than 1%.

Fee reductions are frequently offered to firms in specific target groups. For example, if a company is 
innovative or committed to green growth, KOdit will lower its fees by 0.1% to 0.3%. the system determines 
whether the fee is paid by the borrower or the lender. Beck et al. (2010) found that fees are paid by the 
borrower in 56% of the 76 schemes studied, while the bank covers the charge in 20% of the schemes.

in the majority of european schemes studied by the european association of Guarantee institutions (2012), 
the bank collects the charge (63%), however in 37% of cases, Smes pay the guarantor directly, bypassing 
banks. OSeO in France, the German Guarantee Banks, and mutual schemes in Spain and Portugal are just a 
few examples.

regardless of who is paying, the borrower has to bear the cost, directly or indirectly, unless explicitly 
prohibited by the regulation.

Box 6: credit risk database: Japan

Japan founded the Credit risk database (Crd) in 2001 using government funding from the Bank of Japan and the Japan 
Sme agency, an authorized body of the trade ministry. it was established primarily to collapse of the “bubble economy” 
that existed from 1986–1991, in which Japan’s financial institutions had been extending extensive lending on land 
collateral based on the presumption of perennially rising land prices. When the bubble burst in 1992 (average land prices 
continued to decline until 2006), a severe credit crunch ensured due to a lack of credit appraisal capacity and constraints 
and deterioration in credit culture. 

With little collateral, small and medium-sized enterprises (Smes) faced the worst of this, compounded as concurrent 
needs to fulfil Basel ii implementation demanding much more sophisticated risk management practices, relying on data. 

an efficient and low-cost credit risk evaluation tool was needed, specifically to promote transaction-based lending. 

Features of the credit risk database

the Crd collects extensive data on Smes, including financial and nonfinancial data such as owning or not owning real 
estate, successor or no successor, birth year of the chief executive officer, etc., as well as default data (3 months or more 
arrears, bankruptcy, subrogation, etc.). 

continued on next page
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Box 6: Continued

a data cleaning exercise is done leveraging the existing database. For example, regional business statistics may be 
analyzed if figures of a restaurant in a tokyo district are consistent with other restaurants, revealing cases of false data or 
“window dressing” in financial statements.

the Crd deploys credit risk modeling that “risk-order” the Smes. Banking institutions can apply this risk-ordering and 
apply it to any sublevel analysis (industry, region, scale, etc.). the horizon of model output is typically 1–3 years, which 
gives financial institutions the flexibility to use it for working capital (less than 1 year) and for term loans. 

comparison with credit bureaus

While appearing similar to credit bureaus, the credit database is actually different and potentially could complement 
credit bureaus. the table compares the two.

credit bureaus credit database

information Personally identifiable anonymized information 

discipline for borrowers direct—acquire good financial collateral 
and avoid blacklisting 

indirect—move to higher credit rating group by 
improving business and financial information

Promoting competition 
in the financial market 

reduce information monopoly reduce estimated risk premium

Privacy and legal issues high constraints as dealing in sensitive 
private information

Little to no constraint as working with anonymized 
information and dealing with institutional players

Source: authors’ compilation.

crd products and Services 

 ɂ risk assessment of borrower. Crd enables banks to assess the risk of Sme borrowers, even if they do not have 
extensive financial information. Crd enables risk assessment by ascertaining their group and advising risk profile 
based on it. this has reduced information asymmetry greatly which allowed CGS to charge differentiated fees and 
financial institutions can increase collateral free lending. 

 ɂ development and validation of internal rating models of financial institutions. While Basel ii approaches facilitate 
internal ratings-based models, they require long-period data to develop the default and loss models. Banks in Japan 
use Crd services to develop and validate Sme models.

 ɂ management consulting support system. this is borrower assessment and diagnostic services given by the Crd. 
the system allows banks to see current risk profile standings of clients and aids assessment of future potential and 
restructuring, as could assess the future profile of firms based on restructuring parameters. 

 ɂ assessment of expected loss and value at risk by the monte carlo method. the Crd offers credit risk measurement 
tools known as C.r.i.S.P (Credit risk information Superior). this calculates expected loss and value at risk of the credit 
portfolio of a financial institution’s portfolio.

 ɂ development of financial products. Crd also aids the development of new financial products. in Japan, collateralized 
loan obligation schemes gained success as the Crd could produce reliable estimates of average risk of a portfolio. 
the scoring model is used to select loans, evaluate pooled assets, and assign ratings. investors gained added comfort, 
in addition to the external credit rating, about the credit risk of the portfolio.

how crd improved the Functioning of cgS in Japan

With incorporation of the Crd, the functioning of the CGS and, by extension, access of finance to Smes, was greatly 
improved. Following are the ways in which Crd helped the credit guarantee scheme (CGS):

 ɂ data quality. data provided by Smes to the CGS are communicated to the Crd. the Crd compares the data 
with existing datasets and corrects discrepancies. the Bank and Credit Guarantee Corporation initiates the lending 
process based on the information and risk assessment received from the Crd.

continued on next page
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Box 6: Continued

 ɂ use of qualitative data in risk assessment. Smes often have qualitative data such as ownership, age of owner, etc. 
the extensive dataset and assessment by the Crd allows use of this information and offers better guarantee of 
risk pricing.

 ɂ contribution to financial performance of the cgS. as the Crd risk evaluation is highly accurate, Sme defaults have 
been in line with Crd projections. this prevents unexpected shocks that jeopardize CGS financial well-being and 
thus contributes to sustainability of the scheme.

 ɂ better guarantee risk pricing. One of the most notable successes is introduction of tiered guarantee fee classification. 
Before the Crd, a flat fee of 1.35% was charged, but with the Crd, 9 bands were introduced and the annual rate is 
revised based on assessed risk. this has greatly reduced adverse selection for the CGS in Japan.

Credit Guarantee Fee Rate Classification (annual rate %)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9

Credit guarantee fee rate under 
responsibility-sharing System

1.90 1.75 1.55 1.35 1,15 1.00 0.80 0.60 0.45

Credit guarantee fee rate except 
responsibility-sharing System

2.20 2.00 1.80 1.60 1.35 1.10 0.90 0.70 0.50

Source: authors’ compilation.

Success Stories

 ɂ a recent Sme agency white paper (Japan Sme agency 2019) includes an intriguing analysis on how firm performance 
could be enhanced by shifting management from elderly to younger people.

 ɂ increase in collateral free loans. an analysis by the Japan Federation of Credit Guarantee Corporation shows that, 
compared to 2001, where 62% of Smes could obtain collateral free loans, that number has increased to 92% in 2014.

Source: authors’ compilation.

Financial Sustainability 
Financial sustainability is a key aspect of the CGS, which has three main sources of earnings:

 ɂ guarantee fees

 ɂ investments

 ɂ miscellaneous earnings (recoveries, tax exemptions, etc.) 

earnings from guarantee Fees
in most cases, fee income is insufficient to cover both operating costs and loan losses (Green 2003). 
analyzing several recent studies on large guarantee programs, deelen and molenaar (2004) stated that 
the CGS established for developmental purposes should not prioritize financial sustainability at the 
expense of its primary objective. For a CGS should consider losses to be justifiable, however, there should 
be a maximum limit for losses set by management. incentives for efficient management and organization 
can be provided by requiring schemes to generate enough income to be financially self-sufficient. 
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however, this strategy can lead to excessive risk-aversion on the part of the program, suggesting that only 
the most creditworthy enterprises receive credit guarantees. as a result, the riskier but viable Smes that are 
the objective of guarantee schemes are more likely to remain without cash. this is especially true when the 
loan guarantee program is part of a policy to help a specific group of credit-strapped enterprises, such as 
start-ups, female entrepreneurs, or businesses in underserved areas.

earnings from investments
earnings from investments arise from investment of a corpus fund and reserves earnings accumulated over 
the years. these are expected to be high for old established CGSs (and as observed) and has contributed to 
the financial soundness of the CGS.

miscellaneous earnings
a CGS also receives earnings through post-default recoveries, but these are usually not substantial. 
Similarly, for mutual guarantee schemes, the guarantors may be excluded from paying taxes, allowing them 
to completely reinvest any profits generated by the operation. the German Guarantee Banks are one 
example of this. table 12 breaks down earnings for a few developing countries in asia and the Pacific.

Table 12: asian credit guarantee Schemes earnings

cgS Fee income investment income other income

KOdit (republic of Korea) 67% 17% 16%

KOteC (republic of Korea) 80%  9% 11%

CGC Berhad (malaysia) 39% 48% 13%

CGtmSe (india) 60% 33%  7%

CGC = Credit Guarantee Corporation, CGtmSe = Credit Guarantee Fund trust for micro and Small enterprises, KOdit = Korea Credit 
Guarantee Fund, KOteC = Korea technology Credit Guarantee Fund. 
note: 2019 data.
Sources: authors’ compilation; latest annual reports.

to assess financial sustainability, the leverage ratio is also a useful indicator for determining a CGS’s financial 
viability. in industrialized countries with long-established schemes, leverage ratios are often greater than 
in emerging countries, which have less expertise in this field (OeCd 2013). a higher leverage ratio may 
jeopardize the faith of lenders. Some CGSs also have documented leverage ratios to signal discipline to 
the market. KOdit has a leverage ratio of 9.8 in 2019 (threshold 20) and the Japan Federation of Credit 
Guarantee Corporations has a leverage ratio of 10.8 in 2019 (threshold 60). Several mutual guarantee 
schemes, like Socama and SiaGi in France, and German Guarantee Banks, have a consistently high ratio 
(over 10). this is in line with the premise that their proximity to target groups (lenders and Smes) and 
long-established local reputation promote guarantee adoption. the reputation is based on the lender’s 
ability to reduce asymmetric information between the borrower and the lender’s track record with defaulted 
loans, which is restricted by direct risk appraisal. requests for guarantees increase as a result of their 
reputation as a dependable guarantor, and the leverage ratio rises.
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the question of financial sustainability is critical, especially in the case of public guarantees, because 
governments are typically drawn to such schemes because of the relatively small initial cash commitments 
compared to the potentially massive amount of credit that may be generated. however, one should remain 
cautious as unsustainable running of operations could contribute to unfunded sovereign contingent 
liabilities, which seriously damage the CGS operations.

On the other hand, the CGSs may reinvent themselves in this age of financial technology and of big data 
and systems. CGS usually has a treasure trove of information on Smes and they are dealing with other 
stakeholders of the financial ecosystem, that is, large firms, financial institutions, etc. the CGS can 
provide benefits on three fronts using this rich information. First, on leveraging this extensive database—
like Korea enterprise data, Crd—they can improve their guarantee pricing mechanisms, which will 
improve CGS performance and ergo the flow of credit to Smes. Second, they can provide pricing and 
risk management services to the banks. they can help banks better assess the risk and validate their 
rating models. third, for Smes, they can provide consultancy services to identify the factors (geographic 
concentration, inventory management, etc.) contributing to the “riskiness” of the Sme and help them 
improve and grow. these features not only improve the access to finance, health of the overall financial 
sector, and performance of the CGS, it can also open additional revenue streams for the CGS, which will 
contribute to its financial sustainability. Box 7 discusses the CGS in Sri Lanka.

Box 7: credit guarantee Schemes: Sri lanka

Sri Lanka does not have any separate credit guarantee organization. the Central Bank of Sri Lanka provides credit 
guarantees for banks to lend to small and medium-sized enterprises (Smes) and has been the implementing body of 
different credit guarantee schemes (CGSs) since 1967. the regional development department of the central bank 
acts as an agent of the Government of Sri Lanka. many of the schemes were mandatory and set up to promote refinance 
schemes operated by the central bank or other financial institutions.

history of credit guarantees in Sri lanka

Sri Lanka has inherited from its colonial past a traditional British banking system based dominantly on security-based 
lending, rather than cash flow-oriented lending. to mitigate this, one of the first efforts was in 1967 in implementing 
credit guarantee schemes for cultivating loans extended by two state banks. however, the scheme was withdrawn in 
1978 due to heavy default in repayments of loans in 1977–1978. 

another compelling need for the CGS arose for the Sme sector after liberalization of the economy in the late 1970s. 
an influx of imports with recognized brand names posed survival challenges for Smes. to prevent large-scale bankruptcies 
of Smes, in april 1978, the Government of Sri Lanka put a CGS under state banks in cooperation with the industrial 
development Board. 

Subsequently, in 1979, 1982, 1987, and 1994, the government tried different small and medium industries schemes 
with stringent loan and monitoring conditions. the conditions for the industries schemes included coverage as low as 
60%, demanding a certificate of viability from lending institutions, etc. 

meanwhile, the central bank extended guarantees for three asian development Bank funded schemes: the mid-Country 
Perennial Crops development Project, the Smallholder tea development Project, and the agriculture rehabilitation Project 
loan schemes. after the indian Ocean tsunami in 2004, the central bank launched a special Susahana (microfinance) 
scheme in august 2005 for rehabilitation of Smes. it also tried various guarantee schemes for apparel, jewelry, buses, etc.

continued on next page
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Box 7: Continued

diagnosing the performance of the Sri lanka credit guarantee System

despite multiple attempts with the CGS and trying various operational safeguards, the CGS in Sri Lanka faces challenges 
due to the following issues:

 ɂ mandatory cover. many of the CGSs operated to date were tied with refinance schemes. CGSs were used primarily 
as a tool to promote refinance schemes. While the Central Bank of Sri Lanka argued that this was to avoid adverse 
selection and promote sustainability, for borrowers and lenders there was no pricing advantage as refinanced loans 
were already on concessionary terms. it limits the “additionality” impact of CGS.

 ɂ loan recovery. the central bank played no role in recovery. Like many other countries where CGS subrogates loan 
and pursue loans, lenders in Sri Lanka had to pursue recovery and submit with the central bank as and when they 
received payment. this created operational burdens for the lenders. 

 ɂ very high number of rejection of claims. there was frequent rejection of claim payments citing noncompliance with 
conditions, such as operating instructions due to:

 Ƀ delay in claim submission by lenders (i.e., within 6 months from the date of demand notice);
 Ƀ poor monitoring by financial institutions, both at the lending stage and after the loan has defaulted;
 Ƀ lack of evidence of follow up action, i.e., reports on inspections undertaken;
 Ƀ abnormal delay in serving a demand notice once a loan goes into arrears; and
 Ƀ non-exercise of prudence in credit operations, especially on project evaluation.

 ɂ collateral requirements. Operating instructions insisted on obtaining collateral to avoid the moral hazard problem to 
the banks, which defeated the basic purpose of the CGS.

 ɂ Strict legal action. Post default, the central bank expected lenders to liquidate the collateral assets without any 
due distinction for willful and bona fide defaulters. as productive assets are often tied as collateral, and due to this 
requirement, there was little room to continue operating post default, and Smes were reluctant to obtain loans. 

hence, due to mandatory charging of guarantee premiums and yet high rejections rates, the various guarantee schemes 
never gained much traction with lenders. the same is evident in abysmally low (less than 1) leverage ratios as follows: 

Leverage of the Central Bank Credit Guarantee Schemes

year
equity Funds  
(SLRs million)

contingent liability 
(SLRs million) leverage ratio

2005 4,411 4,925 1.1

2006 5,089 3,761 0.7

2007 5,990 3,179 0.5

2008 7,087 3,133 0.4

SLrs = Sri Lanka rupees.
Source: S. de alwis and B. m. r. Basnayake. 2009. Credit Guarantee Schemes in Sri Lanka – Way Forward. Journal for SME Development. 
14. pp. 51–82.

the CGS was not very successful, due to operational processes and restrictions. the country is undertaking steps to 
mitigate the challenges, building on experience. the asian development Bank is working with the Sri Lanka government 
to establish a separate institution for administrating credit guarantees—the national Credit Guarantee institution.

Source: S. de alwis and B. m. r. Basnayake. 2009. Credit Guarantee Schemes in Sri Lanka – Way Forward. Journal for SME Development. 
14. pp. 51–82. https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/52837037/credit-guarantee-schemes-in-sri-lanka-way-forward.

https://www.yumpu.com/en/document/read/52837037/credit-guarantee-schemes-in-sri-lanka-way-forward
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Summary comparison of case countries
the CGSs in the case countries have very diverse models. the CGS, just like other institutions, has evolved 
to respond to challenges faced by Smes and took shape as per the institutional framework of the country. 
table 13 summarizes the case countries.

Table 13: Features of credit guarantee Schemes

people’s 
republic of 

china india Japan
korea, 

republic of malaysia Sri lanka
united 
States

established 2001 2000 1953 1976 1972 1967 1953

Credit Guarantee 
Structure

Very complex; 
6,000+ CGCs; 

private 
dominated

two agencies; 
no private 

players

51 regional 
guarantee 

corporations; 
2 central 
agencies

16 regional, 
2 central 
agencies

One central 
agency

Central bank; 
no private 

players

agency of 
Government 
department

re-insurance of Credit 
Guarantee Schemes

Yes, mainly by 
government

no Yes no no no no

Capital Funding Public 
+ 

private banks

Public 
+ 

specialized 
financial 

institutions

Public Public 
+ 

private banks

Public 
+ 

private banks

Central bank Public

dedicated Staff Strength medium Small Large Large Large Small medium

mode of Guarantee 
(Portfolio/individual)

Largely 
individual

Largely 
individual

Largely 
individual

Largely 
individual

Largely 
individual

Largely 
individual

Largely 
portfolio

Coverage 50%–85% 80%–100% 70%–85% 50%–100% up to 80% up to 90%

interest rate Controlled no no no no Yes Yes Yes

Guarantee Fees 2%–5% 1.00%–2.00% 0.45%–2.2% 0.5%–3% 0.5%–4% 1% 2%–3.75%

advisory Services Yes no Yes Yes Yes no no

regulatory and 
Supervisory authority

Government 
and regulatory 

bodies

Government Government Government 
and regulatory 

bodies

Central bank Central bank Government

CGC = Credit Guarantee Corporation.
Source: authors’ compilation.

Financial and economic additionality
assessing the financial and economic additionality of the CGS is difficult, due to data and modeling issues. 
however, evidence points to the additionality of the CGS. Firms must demonstrate that they have been 
rejected financing in the market due to a lack of collateral in some cases to be eligible. this is the case of 
the uS Small Business administration 7(a) Loan Program, FamPe in Brazil, and turkey’s Credit Guarantee 
Fund. the additionality assessment of case countries in the sample is done in the next section, along with 
other examples.
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the CGS has existed for many decades and the impact assessment of the CGS relies mainly on two issues: 
(i) financial additionality, and (ii) economic additionality. Financial additionality is usually concerned with 
the bilateral relationship between Smes (higher acceptance, higher credit, reduced collateral, low cost) 
and lenders (improved risk management, reduced collateral cost management). Similarly, economic 
conditionality refers to the positive economic impacts due to actions of the CGS. this includes the effect of 
guarantees on employment, investments, taxes, and economic growth.

robustly assessing additionality is widely recognized to be difficult due to issues in establishing a 
counterfactual mechanism selection processes, whose value is primarily dependent on the scheme’s design, 
provide a key difficulty in ensuring programs’ additionality. the first selection method is based on the kind 
of businesses that are looking for guaranteed loans. Because the financial terms of guaranteed credits are 
often better than those of standard loan contracts, the program may appeal to borrowers with good credit 
who would otherwise be unable to acquire funds without the guarantee. Furthermore, the agency in charge 
of the program may have an incentive to give guarantees to viable enterprises, since this reduces loan losses 
and so improves operating results. a second mechanism that may minimize additionality occurs at the level 
of lending institutions, since they may have an incentive to shift regular credits to the program in order to 
reduce the overall risk of their outstanding credits (OeCd 2013).

important methodological restrictions and data gaps must be addressed in the econometric analysis, 
particularly at the firm level. the most difficult part is usually determining an appropriate control group 
so that enterprises that have taken out guaranteed loans can be compared to other firms (OeCd 2013). 
the lack of appropriate data is also a key hurdle to conducting rigorous studies of CGS performance and 
cost-effectiveness. additional data must be collected and made available, as well as the existing relevant 
data from various sources must be combined (OeCd 2017).

most studies provide the evidence of “additionality” of the CGS. Levitsky (1997) suggests that an 
additionality of 60% is needed to justify a CGS. however, his own study estimated that the CGS creates 
an average of 30%–35% financial additionality. table 14 presents the evidence for additionality on certain 
key aspects.

XI
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Table 14: evidence of additionality

Financial additionality economic additionality

dimension effect of cgS intervention dimension effect of cgS intervention

access to credit  ɂ increase in commercial bank loans to 
clients who previously did not have 
access to credit

 ɂ increase of loan size.

improvements in 
commercial and 
economic activity

 ɂ increase in investments of firms/sectors 
benefited

 ɂ increase in new product developed by 
firms benefited

 ɂ increase of sales in firms benefited
 ɂ increase in performance ratio in firms 

benefited
 ɂ increase in the number of employees

Loan conditions  ɂ Longer repayment period
 ɂ Lower interest rate

improvement 
in income and 
quality of life

 ɂ increase in entrepreneurs’ income
 ɂ increase in employees’ income

relationship  ɂ reduction in collateral demand by bank
 ɂ more rapid loan processing
 ɂ improved borrower graduations

improvement 
in welfare

 ɂ increase in tax income

Source: P. Leone and G. a. Vento. 2012. Credit guarantee institutions and SME finance. London: Palgrave macmillan.

Financial additionality—credit
Financial additionality often takes the shape of better conditions in obtaining credit for Smes, such as 
higher loan volumes, lower interest rates, or a longer loan maturity, as empirical research reveals. 
the evidence suggesting an increase in the number of loan recipients and, in particular, improved access to 
capital for new entrepreneurs or firms in innovative areas is less compelling (OeCd 2013).

Similarly, a survey by KPmG (2011) shows how different CGSs enable credit to the companies whose 
application for credit would have been rejected if they had not been given a guarantee by the CGS. 
a snapshot of various schemes showing the percent of enterprises whose application would have been 
rejected without a CGS guarantee support are as follows:

 ɂ 90% (according to Fundes’ estimates on Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Costa rica, Guatemala, and Panama);

 ɂ 63% (according to Boocock and Shariff’s estimates on 32 guarantee beneficiaries in malaysia);

 ɂ 48% and 68% (according to nera’s and Pieda’s estimates, respectively, in the united Kingdom [uK]); and

 ɂ 53% (according to estimates on Japanese Smes), etc.

most of the studies find evidence of financial additionality. the compilation in table 15 lists the studies done 
to assess and establish the impact.

measuring financial additionality is challenging because not many CGSs deployed assess this impact. 
usually, a CGS takes the measures of outreach (number of firms, percent of firms) and amount 
(guarantee outstanding, loan is given), and so on, as a proxy of financial additionality in their assessment. 
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Table 15: Summary of Studies establishing Financial additionality—credit

country author Sample result

Chile Larraín and quiroz (2006) 700 granted firms Credit guarantees can lead to additional credit 
and economic improvement in micro-small 
enterprises; a 14% increase in credit volume, 
6% additional loans, and a 6% increase in 
business turnover.

Cowan et al. (2015) approximately 100,000 insured 
loans between January 2003 
and September 2006

Credit guarantees were revealed to enhance 
the total amount of credit; in particular, one 
additional dollar of guarantees boosts total credit 
for Smes by $0.65.

Germany Valentin and henschel (2013) – 68% additional loans, 68% more regular 
information, 49% additional information, 
43% more intensive lending relation.

neuberger and 
räthke-döppner (2008)

– 50% additional loans, 23% higher loan volume, 
9% lower loan rates, 16% higher loan volume, and 
lower loan rates.

italy Busetta and Presbiterio (2008) 866 firms, 1,978 guarantee 
contracts

reduction in the cost of credit and more rapid 
banking selection process.

de Blasio et al. (2017) dataset from e CerVed and 
Credit register information, 
2005 to 2012

Bank loans to businesses have improved as a 
result of the program.

d’ignazio and menon (2013) 9,000 firms, 2003–2010 Significant increase in the long-term component. 
Furthermore, targeted firms benefited from a 
substantial decrease in interest rates.

Japan uesugi et al. (2006) 1,344 guarantee user firms and 
2,144 non-user firms.

Program participants significantly increased 
their leverage, especially their use of long-term 
loans, and except for high-risk firms, become 
more efficient.

united 
Kingdom

Cowling (2010) 27,331 individual loan contracts reduction of credit constraints for small firms.

allinson et al. (2013) 1,399 businesses were surveyed 
including 500 eFG supported 
businesses and 899 unassisted 
businesses, 2009

eFG accounted for roughly 3% of the Sme term 
loan market in 2009, but this has since dropped 
to around 1%–2%.

united States Brash and Gallagher (2008) 8,477 firms granted in 
1999–2001

increased access to credit and lower interest 
rates.

– = data not available, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Source: authors, from respective sources.

KOdit (republic of Korea), being one of the world’s better managed CGSs has released the following 
measures of financial additionality:

 ɂ additional credit: On average, 63% of additional credit was supplied by CGS.

 ɂ lower interest rate: Smes pay lower interest rates (3.1%, 2012) than credit loans.

a similar analysis is conducted to see if there is a visible trend in the Sme interest spread compared to loans 
availed by all firms. a clear decreasing trend has been observed for the four countries from our case sample 
(Figure 12).
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Figure 12: Small and medium-Sized enterprise interest Spread
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https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/ (accessed april 2021).

economic additionality—production/growth
measuring economic additionality has proven particularly difficult due to difficulties in generating the 
counterfactual and firm-level data, and evidence is rather limited (OeCd 2013). Governments use public 
funds to support CGSs, as they are convinced of the potential gain for the entire economy. accordingly, 
there are fewer studies on the topic, due to difficulty in the data required and accurately identifying any real 
effects. table 16 lists some studies that establish the effect of CGS.

as is evident, a clear case exists for economic additionality for achieving improvement in production 
and/or growth. however, policy makers should not solely rely on these results, as the achievement of 
economic additionality depends a lot on country-specific factors and the CGSs should themselves assess 
the economic additionality of their policies.

https://www.oecd-ilibrary.org/
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Table 16: production and/or growth economic additionality effect of the credit guarantee Scheme

country author Sample result

Belgium, denmark, 
Finland, italy, Luxembourg, 
the netherlands, norway, 
and Sweden

Bertoni et al. (2019) 174,107 loans to Smes Guaranteed loans have a beneficial 
impact on asset growth, sales, 
employment, and the proportion of 
intangible assets.

Chile Benavente et al. (2006) 84,640 firms and 141,260 
loans, 2000–2005

Firms assisted by FOGaPe increased their 
sales and profits after 5 years.

Germany neuberger and 
räthke-döppner (2008)

– 61% additional sales

italy Caselli et al. (2019) 38,000 Smes during the economic downturn, the 
Central Guarantee Fund increased the 
profitability of guaranteed businesses.

Japan uesugi et al. (2006) 1,344 granted firms and 
2,144 non-user firms

return on assets of program users 
increased more than non-users.
Program users resulted in significant 
improvements in efficiency.

republic of Korea Oh et al. (2009) 95,000 to 109,000 plants, 
2000–2003

Credit guarantees increased firm growth 
in terms of sales and employment, wages, 
and the survival rate of treated firms.

Kang and heshmati (2008) 200,702 applicants higher sales and productivity growth

Liang et al. (2017) 14 banks, 2001–2010 they concluded that increasing the 
percentage of credit guarantees 
can improve cost efficiency. this 
demonstrates that the republic of Korea’s 
credit guarantee system can effectively 
share Smes’ credit risk in order to assist 
banks become more efficient.

Spain martín-García and 
Santor (2021)

2,934 Smes 4% increase in sales

turkey akcigit et al. (2021) the sample includes around 
52% of CGF-supported 
enterprises and 88% of 
CGF-backed loans.

Firms backed by the CGF were able to 
boost employment by 17%, increase sales 
by 70%, and lower their credit default risk 
by 0.6 percentage point.

united Kingdom allinson et al. (2013) 1,399 businesses were 
surveyed including 500 eFG 
supported businesses and 899 
unassisted businesses, 2009

eFG has aided firms in expanding and 
sustaining economic activity during 
the challenging economic conditions 
of 2009–2012.

– = data not available, CGF = credit guarantee fund, eFG = enterprise Finance Guarantee, FOGaPe = el Fondo de Garantía para el 
Pequeño empresario, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Source: authors, from respective sources.

economic additionality—employment
employment generated is linked to Sme growth. as financing is one of the biggest impediments in 
Sme growth, it is expected that with improved access to finance, there will be a positive impact on 
employment. the studies validate this across the globe. riding and haines (2001) estimate that around 
66,000 new jobs were produced in 1995 as a result of the Canadian Small Business Financing Program. 
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those who participated in the program created an average of 1.53 jobs, but firms that did not participate 
created only 0.16 jobs (OeCd 2009). Craig et al. (2007) discover that in uS districts that receive more 
guaranteed loans, employment rates are higher. Such investigations are summarized in table 17.

Table 17: employment economic additionality effect of the credit guarantee Scheme

country author Sample result

Belgium, denmark, 
Finland, italy, Luxembourg, 
the netherlands, norway, 
and Sweden

Bertoni et al. (2019) 174,107 loans to Smes Guaranteed loans have a beneficial impact 
on asset growth, sales, employment, and 
the proportion of intangible assets.

Canada riding and haines (2001) 682 granted firms and 
850,000-firm control group

extremely efficient means of job creation, 
with very low estimated costs per job.

malaysia Boocock and Shariff (2005) 92 borrowers (data 
from questionnaire) + 
15 case studies

the case-study firms outperformed the 
Sme sector on employment growth. 
Positive and significant correlation with the 
average annual level of employment in a 
local market.

turkey akcigit et al. (2021) the sample includes 
around 52% of credit 
guarantee fund (CGF)-
supported enterprises and 
88% of CGF-backed loans.

Firms backed by the credit guarantee fund 
were able to boost employment by 17%, 
increase sales by 70%, and lower their credit 
default risk by 0.6 percentage point.

united Kingdom allinson et al. (2013) 1,399 businesses 
were surveyed 
including 500 eFG 
supported businesses 
and 899 unassisted 
businesses, 2009

up to the beginning of 2012, the scheme 
had created and saved 18,800 new 
employment from enterprises that had 
taken out an eFG loan in 2009.

united States armstrong et al. (2010) 57,442 firms high correlation between employment 
creation and level of granted 
loans, especially in less financially 
developed markets.

Bradshaw (2002) 1,166 firms received 
1,515 loan guarantees 
during 1990–1996

employment increased more in firms 
receiving loan guarantees than among 
all firms.

Brown and earle (2017) all 7(a) and 504 loans 
guaranteed by the SBa, 
1992–2009

they found that each million-dollar loan 
provided under the SBa program resulted 
in the creation of 3–3.5 jobs on average.

Craig et al. (2007) 320,000 loans, 1991–2001 the employment rate is higher in 
united States districts that receive more 
guaranteed loans.

hancock et al. (2007) Granted firms under 
loan guarantee program 
and a sample of banks, 
1990–2000

Guaranteed loans raised economic growth 
rates, employment, wages and salaries, and 
incomes of nonfarm proprietors.

eFG = enterprise Finance Guarantee, SBa = united States Small Business administration, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Source: authors, from respective sources.
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economic additionality—impact on other variables 
in addition to production and employment, the CGS has a long-term positive effect on economic variables 
such as tax revenue, GdP, and factor productivity. While studies to assess such impact are difficult, 
table 18 presents some.

Table 18: economic additionality effect of the credit guarantee Scheme

variable country author Sample result

tax revenue malaysia Boocock and Shariff 
(2005)

92 borrowers (data 
from questionnaire) + 
15 case studies

State tax revenues increased.

united States Bradshaw (2002) 1,166 firms received 
1,515 loan guarantees 
during 1990–1996

State tax revenues increased well more 
than the amounts spent by the state on 
the program.

GdP Germany Schmidt and 
van elkan (2010)

1,908 firms, 
128 banks

increasing investment.
direct and indirect positive effects on 
other economic aggregates: public net 
financial surplus, GdP, tax revenue, and 
social security.

hennecke 
et al. (2017)

– the economic benefits of the guarantee 
banks are considerable due to 
increased production and employment. 
real GdP increases by about €1.2 per 
euro guarantee each year. in the years 
2008 to 2014, there were net fiscal gains 
of several €100 million in the respective 
federal states.

Factor 
productivity

Belgium, denmark, 
Finland, Luxembourg, 
italy, the netherlands, 
norway, and Sweden

Bertoni et al. (2019) 174,107 loans 
to Smes

Guaranteed loans have a beneficial 
impact on asset growth, sales, 
employment, and the proportion of 
intangible assets.

– = data not available, GdP = gross domestic product, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Source: authors, from respective sources.

Sme credit guarantee Financing impact on the Financial Sector
despite multiple positive impacts, as evident from the above discussion, one of the major areas of concern 
is the impact of the CGS on the financial sector. the ideal expectation is that the presence of a CGS would 
lead to financial deepening. however, the presence of a CGS could result in moral-hazard behavior 
in borrowers and lenders and credit substitution (i.e., giving less risky loans under guaranteed portfolios to 
reduce their risk by financial institutions). in the extreme case of banks shifting their entire loan portfolio 
under the program, financial additionality would be zero. While some economies (eu, uS) deploy a 
checklist to assess the latter by requiring a financial additionality checklist, such norms are not common. 
the following studies have assessed this impact.
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in the uK, to tackle the issue of credit rationing, the government installed the Small Firms Loan Guarantee 
scheme in 1981. Cowling (2010) finds evidence that access to debt finance to Smes increased, and hence 
the scheme alleviated the credit rationing constraints on these businesses, at least in a general sense.

Wilcox and Yasuda (2008), for example, find that Japan’s guarantee program has the potential to deepen 
the financial industry. Without increasing banks’ loss-given-defaults, the guarantee program significantly 
increased non-guaranteed and guaranteed business loans. Large “city banks” increased their lending to both 
small and large clients. the volume of non-guaranteed bank loans to Smes expanded three times faster 
than guaranteed bank loans to Smes. Similarly, Wilcox and Yasuda show that guaranteed Sme loans have 
increased more than guaranteed large corporate loans.

Between 1990 and 2014, Yildirim et al. (2015) investigate the efficiency of the KGF in easing the financing 
operations of turkish Smes. they discover that the KGF has increased commercial loans since 2006, and 
that increased investments mirror the increase in commercial loans. in other words, through promoting 
more investment, the KGF has been successful in boosting turkey’s capital stock.

not only do CGS enhance financial deepening it also has the benefit of increasing bank cost efficiency. 
a study by Liang et al. (2017) illustrated the effects of the republic of Korea’s Sme lending and CGS during 
2001–2010 on participating banks’ cost efficiency. results illustrated that such schemes improve efficiency 
as it assures the security of loans and shares the credit risk with the bank. not only does it help the lack of 
collateral of Smes to obtain loans, but also increases the recovery rate of loans and effectively reduces a 
bank’s cost inefficiency.

however, the impact of the CGS is not always positive. multiple instances indicate that given borrower’s 
moral hazard and/or lenders substitution of guaranteed loans with creditworthy non-guaranteed loans 
it defeats the purpose of a scheme. according to uesugi et al. (2010), Japanese banks took advantage 
of the eased loan guarantee terms during the asian financial crisis, transferring their loan portfolio under 
guarantee schemes.

the uK department for international development (dFid 2005), meanwhile, studies evidence from Chile, 
egypt, india, and Poland to assess the contribution of the CGS to financial sector deepening (i.e., growth 
in non-guaranteed lending). it finds that the CGS inculcated positive and sustainable changes in lenders’ 
behavior and had significant positive impact on financial sector deepening. however, the positive impact 
was visible in situations where certain specific factors for success were present. this means that the CGS 
serves as an accelerator, not driver, of financial sector deepening and CGS existence alone cannot be 
a sufficient condition for financial sector deepening. the study also emphasizes the critical impact of 
certain macroeconomic variables, such as a competitive banking environment, a monetary and regulatory 
framework that encourages Smes to borrow, and a dynamic business sector. the study calls for active 
participation of all stakeholders (financial institutions, government, CGS, corporates) to deepen the 
financial sector. 
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the coverage ratio of many guarantee schemes in developed countries, as well as several developing 
countries, is 100%. however, moral hazard is high in these situations, especially if borrowers are not subject 
to any penalties if they default. a 100% guarantee, as seen in Canada, the netherlands, and Lithuania, 
encourages strategic defaults. especially when used in new schemes and in an environment where financial 
markets are still developing (adB 2016b).

hence, with multiple such instances, the evidence for financial sector deepening is mixed for CGSs. 
the key takeaway for policy makers is that one should be vigilant against the moral-hazard effect of 
borrowers and lenders and the portfolio-substitution effect by lenders. also, it is important to holistically 
assess the financial infrastructure of a country and devise the features of the CGS accordingly.
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the rOLe OF Credit Guarantee 
SChemeS in PaSt CriSeS

Credit guarantee schemes (CGSs) are an important public policy institution. during crises, the government 
needs to quickly provide relief to business without compromising prudence. authorities often use a CGS 
to reach needy borrowers. this strategy is also advantageous, as extending financial relief through a credit 
guarantee mechanism does not require immediate credit outflow and may provide the government an 
opportunity to smooth cash-flow over the years. in line with expectations, early evidence from many 
countries during the global financial crisis (2008–2009) and the uncertain recovery (2010–2011) suggests 
that the CGS can be an effective countercyclical tool to support lending and restore a sustainable level of 
financing for credit-constrained Smes during times of increased credit market tightness (OeCd 2010b).

during crisis, it becomes important to support Smes as they start losing avenues of finance quickly from 
all sides. Smes find it difficult to survive crises, particularly as:

 ɂ it is more difficult for them to downsize as they are already small;

 ɂ they are individually less diversified in their economic activities;

 ɂ they have a weaker financial structure (i.e., lower capitalization);

 ɂ they have a lower or no credit rating;

 ɂ they are heavily dependent on credit; and

 ɂ they have fewer financing options (OeCd 2009).

Figure 13 shows that the interest rate spread of small loans substantially increased during crisis, 
underscoring the need for prompt intervention to alleviate financing concerns.

past policy responses
many countries respond to crisis by expanding existing coverage, reducing guarantee fees, and relaxing 
eligibility requirements, including paperwork. the republic of Korea expanded its existing program 
by increasing the ceiling on individual guarantees from W3 billion to W10 billion. the coverage ratio 
was increased from 85% to 100% (for KOteC, KOdit, and the local credit guarantee foundations). 
Changes were made to credit assessment requirements, implementing standardized ratings (a, B, C, d). 
Japan offered up to 100% coverage and a longer-term limit for special credit guarantee facilities.

XII
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Figure 13: trend of interest rate Spread of Small loans  
(monthly data august 2007–January 2009)
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many CGSs reduce/remove required fees during economic and financial crises. Some programs, such as 
those in Finland, hungary, and other eu nations, as well as the uS Small Business administration, temporarily 
reduced or suspended guarantee fees in 2008–2009. Other programs, such as malaysia’s Sme assistance 
Guarantee Scheme, did not levy a guarantee fee. the cost of a guarantee can be reduced or eliminated, 
providing instant financial relief to Smes.

as per an assessment done by the european association of mutual Guarantee Societies of its member 
mutual guarantee schemes in 2009, anti-crisis guarantees given to 120,000 Smes helped them to gain 
crucial access to finance, which helped those Smes maintain operations (aeCm 2010). KPmG (2011) 
believes that without the guarantee backing, 80% to 90% of Smes would not have been able to receive 
finance, based on a survey of nine big guarantee schemes in europe and asia. uesugi et al. (2010) state that 
19 OeCd countries used a CGS to help Smes easily access finance and overcome financial crises.

during the COVid-19 pandemic, CGS have emerged as an effective policy tool in addressing the liquidity 
gaps caused by policies that mitigated the spread of the virus (e.g., social distancing and lockdowns). 
the low budgetary implications of CGS led many economies across the developed and developing spectrum 
to implement such policies. across the european union, almost two-thirds of eBrd countries implement 
this scheme and this includes countries such as Germany, France, and Portugal have leveraged these 
schemes to support Smes during the pandemic (eBrd 2020). in developing asia, economies have also 
expanded the use of credit guarantees to support working capital requirements of mSmes. these include 
countries such as Bangladesh, indonesia, malaysia, and the republic of Korea (adB, forthcoming).

https://sdw.ecb.europa.eu/
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lapses in the guarantee programs
according to a KPmG survey in 2011 of 9 large guarantee players8 in europe and asia, guarantee schemes 
that supported Smes during crisis reported a considerable increase in bad debts. in 2011, 50% of mutual 
guarantee schemes in italy registered net losses (Schena 2012). in Spain, the default rate for mutual 
guarantee schemes increased from 6.09% in 2007 to 12.68% in 2009 and the default rate for banks 
increased from 2.76% to 8.50% and from 2.89% to 9.10% for savings banks (cajas) during the crisis. 
hence, for mutual schemes, which are more exposed to risk in light of their activity, the relative increase 
in default was smaller than for other financial institutions (afi and CerGaS 2010).

the government made underwriting choices under Japan’s Special Credit Guarantee Program, which 
was implemented in 1998 during the country’s banking crisis (while also providing a full guarantee). 
it used a shortlist of unfavorable qualities in its borrowers’ screening process, such as tax delinquencies and 
previous bank loan defaults. the Special Credit Guarantee Program usually accepted any applicant who 
lacked one of the mentioned traits, resulting in an extremely high acceptance rate. this restricted credit 
examination, however, has been criticized as contributing to borrowers’ misuse (uesugi and Sakai 2005). 
Government engagement in underwriting may result in high program administrative expenses, as the 
republic of Korea Credit Guarantee Fund appears to have done (honohan 2010).

in a study of funds extended under the Special Credit Guarantee Program, it was found that borrowers 
misused funds by making stock investments, filing bankruptcy in less than 1 month, and availed loans 
just because they were easily available. Furthermore, there were instances of corruption, as government 
officials were arrested on the charges of receiving commission from ineligible borrowers in exchange 
for extending loans. these problems emerged as a result of financial institutions and credit guarantee 
companies performing insufficient credit checks (uesugi and Sakai 2005). the financial cost of 
the guarantee program, which is borne as a result of the borrowers’ default, is not insignificant. 
Yearly corporate debt repayments have fluctuated between JPY0.8 trillion and JPY1.2 trillion over the 
last 5 years, whereas annual deficits have hovered between JPY0.2 trillion and JPY0.6 trillion.

Safeguards adopted in the past and current crisis
during past crises, cognizant of moral hazard, some countries adopted interesting initiatives. 
during the global financial crisis, thailand’s thai Credit Guarantee Corporation was founded to give 
complete guarantee coverage of 100% to increase Smes’ access to finance. however, the relaxed coverage 
came with the condition that participating bank’s portfolio of guaranteed loans should have nPLs less than 
16% of the guaranteed loans under the scheme.

8 the study by KPmG (2011) covers OSeO (France), Garantiqa (hungary), Perum Jamkrindo (indonesia), eurofidi (italy), 
CGC tokyo (Japan), KOdit (republic of Korea), SGr Valenciana (Spain), Small Business Credit Guarantee Corporation 
(SBCGC) (thailand), and Credit Guarantee Fund (turkey). KPmG. 2011. Credit access guarantees: a public asset between 
State and market. https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2013/06/KPmG-Credit-access-guarantees-public-asset-
between-State-market.pdf.

https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2013/06/KPMG-Credit-access-guarantees-public-asset-between-State-Market.pdf
https://assets.kpmg/content/dam/kpmg/pdf/2013/06/KPMG-Credit-access-guarantees-public-asset-between-State-Market.pdf
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Similarly, countries adopted many initiatives during the global financial crisis to ensure the maximum impact 
of CGS interventions. in the united Kingdom, the enterprise Finance Guarantee required borrowers to 
show that they had previously been denied a loan outside of the program in order to ensure that the Sme 
credit guarantee program benefited only the most vulnerable borrowers. Programs in Brazil, turkey, and 
the uS had similar features (OeCd 2013). to eliminate zombie or unprofitable firms, only Smes that had 
been profitable for the preceding 3 years were eligible for the Greek Credit Guarantee Fund for Small and 
Very Small enterprises (OeCd 2009).

Similar mechanisms have also been implemented by CGS that have been active during the COVid-19 
pandemic. to emphasis its role in securing liquidity concerns of affected Smes and industries, many have 
placed additional eligibility schemes to assure that lending activity will benefit the vulnerable Smes. 
For example, in Bulgaria, firms must prove a decrease in revenue, reductions in employees, or closed 
production facilities. in turkey support is contingent on the firm not cutting employment registered prior to 
the pandemic (eBrd 2020).

there is also an interesting example of guarantee schemes working with the financial sector. 
Greece established the Credit Guarantee Fund for Small and Very Small enterprises in response to the 
global financial crisis (temPme S.a.). in addition to extending guaranteed loans between december 2008 
and april 2009 under the guarantee schemes, as discussed above, temPme S.a. fully subsidized the cost 
of financing these guaranteed loans, releasing the interest burden of borrowers. in the second phase of 
the program after april 2009, the guaranteed loans under these schemes were given at a subsided interest 
rate based on negotiations between temPme S.a. and the banking sector, which was lower than the 
going market rate. the interest rate agreed was at euriBOr + 2.10% and the loan under this scheme could 
exceed 30% of the average turnover of the last three accounting periods and could not exceed €350,000.
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Credit Guarantee SCheme 
reSPOnSe tO the COVid-19 CriSiSXIII

the COVid-19 crisis has impacted the world severely, especially the Sme sector. as seen in the past, 
small and medium-sized enterprises (Smes) were the most susceptible segment, facing adversity in 
delayed receivables, poor business terms, lack of reserves, and avenues of financing and mounting costs. 
Building upon learning from the past, governments across the globe have taken proactive measures to 
support the Sme sector. the measures varied, including credit guarantee support, direct lending, tax relief, 
employment support, direct transfers, etc. Figure 14 presents measures taken in asia and the Pacific to 
support the Sme sector.

Figure 14: measures to Support Small and medium-Sized enterprises
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credit guarantee Scheme response to covid-19 crisis 
in asia and the pacific
as evidenced by Figure 14, loan support is the most used tool. Building upon the discussion, guarantee 
schemes are most agile to deploy and are one of the least market-distorting mechanisms. economies across 
asia and the Pacific have swiftly rolled out credit guarantee schemes to support Smes. response included 
prompt disbursal (pre-approved loans), concessional interest rates, loan moratoriums, waiver of guarantee 
fees, increased coverage in percentage and amount, and inclusion of sectors (table 19).

Table 19: Summary of guarantee measures adopted in Selected asia and pacific economies for covid-19

economy
amount 

($ million) guarantee measures adopted

azerbaijan 294  ɂ entrepreneurs get state guarantee for 60% of their new bank loans and the government subsidizes half of 
the interest on guaranteed loans from the state budget; overall, the state support is 500 million azerbaijan 
manats (about $294 million).

Cambodia 200  ɂ the ministry of economy and Finance will establish a “credit guarantee fund” of $200 million. 
this fund may guarantee loans through banks and financial institutions using the market policy to assuage 
the pressure of cash flow and working capital of businesses in all sectors.

People’s 
republic 
of China

no amount/
estimate

 ɂ On 5 June 2020, the People’s Bank of China introduced a policy allowing small and micro businesses 
to apply for deferring their inclusive loan repayments, maturing by end-2020 to 31 march 2021, with 
penalty payment exempted by providing 1% of the capital of Smes’ loan applying for deferring repayments 
as the incentives for the local small and medium-sized commercial banks who lent those loans. 
Smes that benefit from this measure should keep effective guarantee or alternative arrangements, use the 
loans for production and business purposes, and promise to maintain employment stable.

Fiji no amount/
estimate

 ɂ the reserve Bank of Fiji expanded the Sme Credit Guarantee Scheme to assist small entities.

Georgia 109  ɂ 500 million lari will be provided to support businesses, including through the credit guarantee scheme. 
Financing for working capital will increase.

hong Kong, 
China

9,066  ɂ introduction of low-interest loans for small and medium-sized enterprises with 100% (hK$20 billion), 
90%, and 80% guarantees from authorities. duration to 12 months; guaranteed loans and new applications 
are eligible for interest subsidy for up to 12 months.

 ɂ hK$400 million guarantee from the anti-epidemic Fund for the 100% Credit Limit top-up Scheme 
where the hong Kong export Credit insurance Corporation increases buyers’ credit limits of its 
policyholders by 100%.

india 40,368  ɂ a Credit Guarantee Scheme for Pm SVanidhi was launched by the ministry of housing and urban 
affairs, Government of india, and administered by CGtmSe was to support urban street vendors and 
provide graded guarantee coverage to member Lending institutions to enable them to extend credit 
facilities to street vendors to meet their working capital requirements. G credits to Street Vendors.

 ɂ a Credit Guarantee Scheme for Sub-debt was launched by the ministry of micro, Small & medium 
enterprise, Government of india, and administered by CGtmSe to support stressed mSmes. 
the objective of the scheme is to provide personal loan through banks to the promoters of stressed 
mSmes for infusion as equity/quasi equity in the business eligible for restructuring.

 ɂ 13 may 2020, ₹3 trillion worth of loan guarantees for small and medium-sized companies.

indonesia 16,453  ɂ the third stimulus package includes rp150 trillion (0.9% of GdP) additional financing for a national 
economic program, including to support credit guarantees for the private sector. the indonesian exports 
Financing agency announced it will provide credit guarantees for Pt Bank mandiri tbk to increase export 
financing to support the national economic recovery program. 

 ɂ On 7 July 2020, rp123.46 trillion umKm credit guarantee program for working capital loans under the 
national economic recovery Plan. Guarantees for working capital loans provided by banks for debtors, 
especially mSmes.

continued on next page
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Table 19: Continued

economy
amount  

($ million) guarantee measures adopted

Japan no amount/
estimate

 ɂ For Smes having a decline in sales of 20% or more from the previous year, they are eligible to make use of 
a financing guarantee up to 100% under a framework of up to 280 million yen, which is separate from a 
general financing guarantee.

 ɂ Japan also included almost all sectors as eligible for its guarantee financing program.

Kazakhstan no amount/
estimate

 ɂ medium-sized enterprises may apply for a loan of up to t1 billion ($2.2 million) with a state guarantee of 
up to 50%.

 ɂ micro and small enterprises may obtain loans of up to t360 million ($0.8 million) with guarantees of 
up to 85%.

republic 
of Korea

14,000  ɂ a key industry stabilization fund would be established for W40 trillion (2.1 % of GdP) and operated by the 
Korea development Bank to support seven key industries (airlines, shipping, shipbuilding, autos, general 
machinery, electric power, and communications) through loans, payment guarantees, and investments.

 ɂ W420 billion “Win–Win Guarantee Program” for Smes through the technology Guarantee Fund including 
support of up to W3 billion in working capital and up to W10 billion in facility funds.

 ɂ expansion of financial loans and guarantees for Smes and affected households and businesses 
(W58 trillion).

 ɂ W300 billion in guarantees by the Korea Credit Guarantee Fund (KOdit) as part of a financial aid 
package for the auto industry.

malaysia 18,040  ɂ the government will provide a rm50 billion guarantee scheme up to 80% of the loan amount for financing 
working capital requirements. the minimum guaranteed loan size is rm20 million per company.

 ɂ $7.52 million as a guarantee under the Supply Chain Finance Program (additional financing).
 ɂ CGC Berhad malaysia providing loan to Smes up to rm1 million/Sme, 5.5 years maximum, with 

6 months moratorium on principal and interest, 80% coverage.
 ɂ 28 June 2021 in PemuLih, the government increased the ceiling of its guarantee scheme from 

rm10 billion to rm36.5 billion to assist Smes in 2021.

mongolia 39  ɂ Guarantees to support vulnerable businesses amounting to $39 million.

Philippines 2,455  ɂ ₱120 billion credit guarantee for affected small businesses. as of end-June 2020, P37.5 billion in 
guarantees have been approved. also approved the assignment of a zero-risk weight for mSme loans 
guaranteed by the Philippine Guarantee Corp., agricultural Guarantee Fund Pool, and the agricultural 
Credit Policy Council.

Sri Lanka no amount/
estimate

 ɂ the government and the monetary Board of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka provided construction sector 
enterprises with a facility to borrow from licensed commercial banks using guarantees issued by the 
government equivalent to the amount due on account of contracts carried out in the past, made available 
at the concessionary rate of 1% a year, for 180 days.

 ɂ On 26 June 2020, the monetary Board of the Central Bank of Sri Lanka decided to implement a 
Credit Guarantee and interest Subsidy Scheme to accelerate lending by banks to businesses adversely 
affected by the COVid-19 pandemic. through this scheme, the Central Bank of Sri Lanka will provide a 
credit guarantee to banks, ranging from 80% for smaller loans to 50% for relatively large loans to provide 
loans at an interest rate of 4% using the banks’ own funds.

thailand 10,901  ɂ the government covers the first 6 months of interest and guarantees up to 60%–70% of the 
B500 billion loan.

timor-Leste 4  ɂ extended access to the Credit Guarantee System to microenterprises, increasing the type of economic 
activities eligible for the program. the present value of the credit guarantee scheme is $4 million, 
but the timorese government will inject more liquidity in the future.

Viet nam no amount/
estimate

 ɂ Government guarantees for loans to aviation businesses with outstanding loans as of 31 december 2019.
 ɂ adB program: $415.07 million worth of loans and guarantees under the trade Finance Program 

(additional financing).

₹ = indian rupee; ₱ = Philippine peso; adB = asian development Bank; B = baht; CGC = Credit Guarantee Corporation; CGtmSe = Credit 
Guarantee Fund trust for micro and Small enterprises; COVid-19 = coronavirus disease; GdP = gross domestic product; hK$ = hong Kong 
dollars; mSmes = micro, small, and medium-sized enterprises; rm = ringgit; rp = rupiah; Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises; 
t = tenge; umKm = micro, small, and medium enterprises (usaha mikro, Kecil, menengah); W = won.
Sources: authors (as of 3 november 2021); asian development Bank. COVid-19 Policy tracker.
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credit guarantee Scheme response to covid-19 crisis 
outside asia and the pacific
Countries worldwide have taken extensive steps to extend credit guarantees. many countries ended up 
establishing credit guarantee funds to tackle the challenges posed by the COVid-19 crisis (table 20).

Table 20: covid-19 responses outside asia and the pacific

country
amount 

($ million) guarantee measures adopted

Brazil 3,000  ɂ Guarantees loans for micro and small enterprises in the national Support Program for micro and 
Small enterprises (Pronampe).

 Ƀ up to 85% of guarantee, revenue cap of 30% of gross 2019 revenue cap, a 36-month term with 
8-month grace period, preserve employees.

Croatia 114  ɂ For loans below €800,000, 10 basis points guarantee fee, with a term between 1 and 5 years and 
90% guarantee on working capital loan only. 

 Ƀ For loans above €800,000, 100 basis points guarantee fee, 1- and 5-year term, maximum 90% 
guarantee on the loan principal if losses are shared or 35% if losses first attributed to the state.

Finland 4,513  ɂ Companies operating for a maximum of 3 years.
 Ƀ Coverage ratio is up to 80%
 Ƀ Guarantee fee of maximum 1.75%, service fee is reduced to 0.1%
 Ƀ minimum loan size is €10,000, the maximum guarantee is €80,000
 Ƀ different conditions for a firm operating for more than 3 years

France 365,265  ɂ Companies of all sizes with loan size up to 3 months of 2019 turnover or 2 years of payroll for 
companies created after January 2019.

Germany 535,221  ɂ new scheme
 Ƀ Loans up to €800,000 have 10-year terms, more than €800,000 have 6-year terms.
 Ƀ 100% coverage ratio; 3% interest up to €800,000
 Ƀ Companies having more than 10 employees
 Ƀ no repayment for the first 2 years “Limitless”

italy 477,301  ɂ increased term to 10 years from 6 years
 Ƀ up to €800,000 loan amount for 100% guarantee, 90% for less than 5,000 employees and 

€1.5 billion turnover or less; 80% for more than 5,000 employees and €1.5–5.0 billion 
turnover, and 70% for other firms

 Ƀ Prohibited from dividends
 Ƀ Guarantee fee of 25 basis points (bps) for year 1, 50 basis points for year 2–3, 100 basis points 

for year 4–6

Lithuania 124  ɂ Loan size maximum of €5 million, double the annual wage bill, 25% of annual turnover
 ɂ For a higher coverage ratio, higher guarantee fees in all 6 years (90%) or a lower guarantee fee for 

an 80% coverage ratio

Peru 17,220  ɂ Guarantee scheme for microenterprises and working capital only
 Ƀ increased coverage on 27 april and expanded the number of eligible firms by allowing those 

with a “normal” rating to borrow
 Ƀ increased the number of eligible lenders by allowing entities with a risk rating equal or higher 

to a C–
 Ƀ 3 years with 1-year moratorium

continued on next page
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Table 20: Continued

country
amount 

($ million) guarantee measures adopted

South africa 12,051  ɂ 1-year deferral, 5-year term
 Ƀ allows for loans with a maximum of 100 million South african rand, allows banks to provide 

syndicated loans larger than 50 million rand
 Ƀ Bank credit assessments made more discretionary; business restart loans included
 Ƀ Longer period to access the loan; interest and capital repayment holiday extended

Spain 160,642  ɂ new program:
 Ƀ Part of a broader €200 billion package (of which €117 billion from state, €83 billion from the 

private sector)
 Ƀ Five tranches, released over time
 Ƀ each tranche had different breakdowns (e.g., of the €15.5 billion of the final tranche, 

€7.5 billion is allocated for Smes and the self-employed, €2.5 million for Smes in the tourism 
industry, and €500 million for the automotive industry, with the remaining funding open to 
all firms).

Sweden 10,283  ɂ new program: 
 Ƀ 70% guarantee
 Ƀ targets Smes though there is no size restriction
 Ƀ Swedish national debt Office will administer the guarantee 
 Ƀ 75 million Swedish krona maximum though exceptions can be granted

Switzerland 44,547  ɂ 10% of annual turnover up to ChF500,000
 Ƀ 0% interest
 Ƀ Fast-track process

 ɂ For loans between ChF500,000 and ChF20 million, 85% guarantee and bank retention of 15%. 
interest rate of 0.5%.

turkey 7,700  ɂ existing program expanded:
 Ƀ treasury-backed credit guarantee fund to was doubled in size to 50 billion turkish lira 

($7.7 billion)

united Kingdom 1,230  ɂ modified scheme so that insufficient security does not prevent access to the scheme
 ɂ additional accredited lenders added over time
 ɂ £250,000 and below loans do not allow personal guarantees
 ɂ up to £5 million for a 6-year term
 ɂ Government covers 12 months of interest and lender-levied charges 
 ɂ no guarantee fees to access the scheme

€ = euro, £ = pounds sterling, ChF = Swiss francs, COVid-19 = coronavirus disease, Smes = small and medium-sized enterprises.
Sources: authors’ compilation (figures as of 31 august 2020); Yale School of management; adB COVid-19 Policy tracker.
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LeSSOnS and OutLOOKXIV

lessons from key credit guarantee Schemes around the world
although CGS models have been operating to address Smes’ limited access to finance, some models, such as 
the Vietnamese CGS model, have not been very successful in facilitating wider access to Sme financing. 
dang and Chuc (2019) found that the most considerable challenge for the CGS in Viet nam was the lack of 
concrete cooperation and risk-sharing between CGSs and involved banks. this was worsened by ineffective 
credit assessments that may have increased administration costs and risks. another hurdle was the strict 
conditions and requirements implemented by financial institutions, which discourage Smes to borrow.

in addition, the coverage guarantee ratio in Viet nam is not clearly determined and regulated, which leads 
to difficulties in differentiating the credit risk level between banks and Smes. the Viet nam CGS also does 
not have clear conditions under which lenders can claim a guarantee, leading to disputes in the guarantee 
process. additional obstacles include incompetence of staff delivering credit assessment, which makes 
the approval of guaranteed loans unreliable, and the current regulations of the local CGS in the Bac ninh 
Province, which limits the credit guarantee activities.

Other countries, such as Japan, the republic of Korea, and malaysia, have shared their success stories and 
were able to identify effective factors that contributed to the success of CGS in their respective economies. 
a public–private partnership model which combined public sector presence with risk management and 
private sector expertise is a desirable governance structure and has greatly contributed to the success of 
CGS in malaysia and the republic of Korea. Participation of regional governments in Japan and the republic 
of Korea has increased the operating efficiency of the CGS through the creation of an intra-country market. 

the CGS in Japan and the republic of Korea offered a variety of products and services to Smes, which 
widened Sme access to finance and enhance prudent risk management practices. Competent, experienced, 
and sufficient staff also helped the CGS in managing loan appraisals effectively and efficiently. in addition, 
the CGSs in Japan, the republic of Korea, and malaysia have compiled extensive databases, which eases the 
credit risk assessment of banks and Smes and improves guarantee pricing mechanisms. the industrial Bank 
of Korea has a legal mandate to hold 70% Sme loans in its total loan portfolio, so the government provides 
funds and guarantees to cover deficits, enhanced schemes in the country. 

Based on lessons from other economies, the advantages of the CGS include: (i) the leverage effect, 
(ii) regulatory capital relief, and (iii) countercyclical relief during crises. the high leverage ratio of the 
CGS suggests an efficient use of limited public funds. this creates a multiplier effect and reaches more 
benefactors.
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another advantage is that most CGSs are backed by government guarantees, making them eligible to 
receive a 0% risk weight for the loan’s guaranteed portion. this significantly reduces the regulatory capital 
cost to lenders.

in addition, during the 1997 asian financial crisis, the 2008 global financial crisis (GFC), and the COVid-19 
pandemic crisis, CGS is often first to respond and plays a key countercyclical role by supporting Smes despite 
uncertainty among lenders.

however, while the CGS is among the most successful and feasible market-friendly interventions, as these 
countries illustrate, it should not be set up as a quick-cure for underlying market failure. rather, the scheme 
should be set up and operated within the existing financial environment and tailor-fit to the country.

the recent pandemic has pushed economies to take certain safeguards to ensure that CGS loans would 
achieve their intended purpose and prevent misuse. Croatia advises guarantee coverage up to 90% if the 
state bears the first loss. in Finland, there are different conditions for firms operating under and above 
3 years. a higher guarantee fee for 6 years for 90% coverage or lower guarantee for 80% coverage.

the case studies analyzed and presented in the publication look at CGSs in 6 countries in asia as well as 
the uS and the eu. these give several insights into different legal and regulatory framework, corporate 
governance, services and products offered, and the credit risk management practices.

 ɂ First, differences in organizational models are stark and reflect varying political and financial systems. 
Countries had the option to form public-private partnerships or private mutual guarantee schemes.

 ɂ Second, the choice of risk assessment and organizational model had an impact on the strength and 
professionalism of staff in the CGS. 

 ɂ third, the CGS gave advisory services to Smes, which aided long-term performance and made finance 
more accessible. 

 ɂ Fourth, better managed CGSs committed to a leverage ratio and transparency about their risk and 
operations. Successes in Japan, the republic of Korea, and malaysia have proven that good risk 
assessment capabilities anchored on information from extensive databases on borrower risk contributed 
to sustainable guaranteed income. 

 ɂ the eu case shows that the private mutual guarantee schemes formed by Smes reduced information 
asymmetry with lending institutions.

as learned, adequate financial strength and prudent risk management practices in a CGS is important to 
widen financial access to Smes. Specifically, in the Vietnamese case, coordination and risk-sharing between 
public and private stakeholders in assessing credit and managing loans must be strengthened.

Case studies also suggest that credit assessment should be facilitated by private entities for the CGS to 
arrive at rational decisions about Sme eligibility for a guaranteed loan. the CGS should also employ proper 
coverage ratios to encourage the lender to carefully screen and monitor the loans covered by the guarantee 
scheme. this will help prevent moral hazard to both financial institutions and Smes.
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in addition, CGS staff assessing Sme credit must have sufficient capacity, experience in customer 
management, and appraisal and analysis skills for accurate and objective assessment of loan guarantees.

most importantly, the CGS must never forget its mandate and reconstruct the credit guarantee conditions 
to allow more bank loans to Smes. this should be accompanied by a credit information center that is 
useful for guarantors to evaluate whether the Sme is financially sound and healthy to prevent delay in loan 
repayment, leading to higher levels of nPLs.

outlook
While the use of the CGS is required at this juncture, policy makers should be cautious. On a primary analysis 
done on the current amount of guaranteed loans compared to existing debt levels, many economies, especially 
high-income, have already amassed substantial guarantees (Figure 15). this gains more prominence as 
guaranteed loans are only one package adopted by governments to deal with the COVid-19 crisis.

On a note of caution, guaranteed programs can alleviate short-term liquidity problems, but their effectiveness 
and sustainability ultimately depend on improving macroeconomic conditions.

Figure 15: covid-19 response: guaranteed loan versus debt level
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COnCLuSiOn and 
reCOmmendatiOnS

Smes, as we have covered extensively in this publication, are a critical and inseparable part of the enterprise 
ecosystem. they provide large-scale employment, contribute to GdP, and help nations compete through 
exports in this globalized world. in an economic growth engine, finance functions like oil in a mechanical 
machine. Yet, enterprises and Smes face hurdles in accessing this critical financing.

this publication has extensively discussed the multiple factors impacting Sme access to finance: the internal 
(governance, accounting, financial expertise, etc.) and external (credit support regulatory norms, lack of 
diversified financial institutions, etc.). 

the asian credit ecosystem is still very heavily bank-dominated in most developing countries in asia and 
the Pacific, and nonbank financial institutions have a very limited presence. Further, institutions such as 
venture capital funds or well-developed capital markets have a very limited presence in most, with noted 
and promising exceptions in countries such as Japan and the republic of Korea.

Further, support is limited in this region for credit infrastructure such as credit and collateral registries that 
could ease the severe information asymmetry issues that are frequently behind poor credit access.

the only supporting institutional credit mechanism that has a relatively wider presence in asia’s developing 
countries are CGSs. the CGS has commendably bridged information asymmetry and widened Sme access 
to credit. the schemes work basically by sharing the default risk of borrowers with financial institutions, 
which helps Smes overcome the hurdles of conventional credit assessment standards and institutional 
preferences that arose out of “legacy” processes.

CGSs have evolved and, in addition to sharing default-risk as a product, have leveraged their central 
positioning in financial ecosystems to provide other products and services that improve financial access to 
Smes. these include products such as trade insurance, direct lending, and consultancy services on financial 
and/or management issues to Smes. these services allow smaller firms to better project and leverage their 
core strengths and expertise and obtain better access for both markets and credit.
 
Some CGSs have also evolved to serve as credit information bureaus and credit registries, which helps Smes 
obtain reliable estimates of their “actual” riskiness and credit from financial institutions. notable success 
stories include Japan’s Credit risk database and malaysia’s Credit Bureau, among others.

XV
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the publication looked at six countries in asia: the People’s republic of China, india, Japan, the republic of 
Korea, malaysia, and Sri Lanka. it also looked at the european union and the united States. it scrutinized 
organizational structures, staff strength and expertise, funding models, risk management practices, and the 
extent of services offered by the CGS.

the public component in CGSs is one of the most common factors and a public–private partnership model 
that complements public sector presence with risk management and private sector expertise is a desirable 
governance structure (the republic of Korea, malaysia).

also prominent in advanced CGSs, such as in Japan and the republic of Korea, is the participation of 
provincial governments. as CGSs mature, the increased involvement of regional governments not only 
lends the desired diversification of funding and governance, but also increases CGS operating efficiency by 
creating an intra-country market.

the european union presents an alternative model of the government taking a supporting role in multiple 
regions, with private mutual guarantee societies flourishing in the region.

Older and relatively successful CGSs, such as in Japan, the republic of Korea, and malaysia, also offer a 
menu of services for Smes, which help these firms access finance and helped the schemes run efficiently 
with prudent risk management practices.

Full-fledged and healthy staff presence also helped in the performance of these CGS. Successful countries 
also paid considerable attention to pricing and risk management practices, which helped in the long-run 
sustainability of schemes. however, some countries had comparatively less success with the CGS, as market 
participants shied away from the schemes due to claims-management issues.

the publication also discusses the impact of the CGS in a rigorous setup, examining ample studies from 
across the globe that established the financial and economic additionality of CGSs. the CGS, if executed 
well and in sync with prudent principles of risk management and governance, delivers a multi-faceted 
and positive impact on employment, terms of credit, GdP growth, tax revenues, and many other factors. 
these success stories were observed both for developed and developing nations, which makes the CGS a 
potent tool for policy makers.

Policy recommendations to set up and operate CGSs rest on two cornerstones: (i) a “unique and important” 
exercise to “soul-search” the purpose and positioning of the CGS; and (ii) “prudent principles” to be 
followed while setting up and running the schemes.

First, the “soul-searching” step is a crucial first step and seeks to identify the priority areas to target 
only those where it can function most efficiently. this process is concerned with establishing a 
CGS within the context of each country’s unique financial, legal, and regulatory environment. 
this should complement existing institutions of the country and its socio-political setup, government 
preference, and capacity constraints. these factors determine the CGS’s objectives and affect its 
ownership structure (i.e., public or private) and governance, and the range of services it should offer. 
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For example, countries with a weak public sector should consider engaging with the private sector and 
international organizations, while countries with low financial and business literacy can provide advisory 
services alongside loan guarantees to improve financial reporting standards and increase lender confidence. 
this exercise is important to reveal optimum and key areas in which the CGS can have a positive impact. 

after recognizing this “soul”, the CGS must run on a series of “prudent principles” to ensure it does not drag 
on the finances of the country, leaving Smes in the same or a worse position. there are three: (i) legal and 
regulatory setup and corporate governance; (ii) services offered; and (iii) risk management, and monitoring 
and evaluation.

a strong legal and corporate governance foundation and range of services offered should be established in 
the short-term horizon alongside the “soul-searching” stage. First, legal and corporate governance aim to 
create an enabling environment for CGS operations and Sme access to credit. the organizational setup of 
the CGS must be robustly and unambiguously backed up by a legal act that establishes a clear regulatory and 
supervisory system, while the board and governance should appropriately reflect the risks undertaken and 
policies the same.

Second, services offered should appropriately reflect the findings of the “soul-searching” exercise. 
One of the most important factors in determining the scope of services is establishing a list of firms and 
Smes eligible for guarantee support. the establishment of sufficient eligibility criteria should be both a 
short-term and long-term target horizon. in the short term the CGS may begin by targeting firms that 
have easier availability of data. in the long-term they can leverage this data so that they may build their 
risk pricing and management system and grow with time—such is the case of CGC Berhad malaysia and 
Credit Bureau malaysia. 

the last salient feature, concerned with risk management, and monitoring and evaluation, is also both 
a short-term and long-term concern, where a risk management and monitoring framework should be 
established at the onset of a CGS, but its key performance indicators should be looked at with a longer-term 
perspective. a CGS should not be too rigid in meeting the short-term risk management framework at the 
expense of achieving its main objective of increasing Sme access to finance. Cases of CGS support around 
the globe show the importance of flexible eligibility criteria in supporting emergency liquidity scenarios.

in that vein, a CGS should be focused on generating a high fee income and high leverage ratio. 
this guarantees high utilization of funds and correct risk pricing on Sme exposures. a study of income 
sources to examine financial sustainability make clear that the most desired state for the CGS is having a 
high share of guarantee fee income and high leverage ratios. this contributes immensely to sustainability 
(Kim et al. 2021). 

at the same time, a CGS must have a robust monitoring and evaluation framework for a strong feedback 
loop and to justify public support that it might be getting in its operations. the strength of a monitoring 
and evaluation framework will be crucial in the post-pandemic scenario when CGS across the globe will 
face rising default rates in conjunction with the lifting of debt moratoriums and forbearance measures and 
slowing of accommodative monetary and fiscal policies.
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COVid-19 has harshly impacted both the financial and real sectors, although the exact magnitude 
remains to be ascertained. Smes are among the hardest hit as they have fewer financing options, less 
diversified businesses, more dependence on credit, precarious working capital cycles, and other issues. 
as discussed earlier, due to the critical economic role of Smes in the economy, governments have moved 
swiftly to help Smes hold on and survive.

in this, with such a strong and central role in financial ecosystems, it is no wonder that the CGS is a preferred 
and one of the most extensive tools used by government. these schemes are uniquely and centrally 
placed in financial ecosystems, having functional business relationships with both Smes and financial 
institutions. these relationships can be leveraged to navigate uncertainty that would normally paralyze 
business decisions. in addition, CGS support usually requires no or less-immediate cash flows, which allows 
governments to support Smes without incurring significant fiscal costs in the present. Further, the range 
of CGS policy tools can be tailored for Smes and banks, depending upon the needs of the businesses and 
the country.

the publication has noted that during major past crises—global financial crisis and asian financial crisis—
countries used the CGS extensively to support Smes. italy, Japan, the republic of Korea, and others 
extended guarantees in terms of amounts and coverage ratios. Finland, hungary, and other eu countries 
suspended guarantee fees, as did the uS Small Business administration.

it is thus no surprise that in the COVid-19 crisis, CGSs have been well favored as a policy tool in asia and 
around the world. response to COVid-19 fits into two broad buckets: to address issues of “systemic loss 
aversion” and “issues with Sme businesses.” the former entails increasing coverage ratio (hong Kong, China; 
Kazakhstan; malaysia; the Philippines; and others), expanding to new firms and sectors (France, Japan, the 
republic of Korea, and others), change in risk-weights (the Philippines), launching new schemes and funds 
(Cambodia, Sri Lanka), and relaxed assessment standards (Peru, the uK). 

measures addressing the latter—issues with Sme businesses—entail increasing loan tenors and extending 
moratoriums (australia, india, thailand, and others). they include increasing maximum coverage amounts 
(Georgia, Japan, the republic of Korea, and others), removing or reducing guarantee fees (india, the 
Philippines, the uK, and others), concessional interest rates (azerbaijan, Latvia, thailand, and others), and 
reducing collateral requirements (Bulgaria, the uK). 

developing countries in asia and the Pacific, in particular, have used the CGS as a policy tool extensively, 
and increasing coverage ratios and loan tenors and moratoriums have been the most preferred response. 
this is followed by concessional lending rates and expanding to new categories and sectors. 

to balance speed and accuracy during crisis, certain relaxations are extended in identifying and extending 
benefits. as behavioral finance and experience during past crises tells us, however, market participants 
are not above moral hazard or exploiting information asymmetry. as such, countries have taken safeguard 
measures to contain such issues arising during COVid-19 CGS operations. 
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to address moral hazard, italy prohibits firms availing the benefits from distributing dividends. 
Similarly, in relaxed due diligence standards or reckless lending, Belgium advises that first losses up to a 
certain percentage will be borne by lenders, even though the government will bear the substantial portion of 
overall losses. to address information asymmetry in firms, Japan made Smes eligible in which sales declined 
20% or more from the previous year.

it is fitting to close by reiterating an established public policy principle: “every crisis is an opportunity for 
reform.” Countries, while dealing with COVid-19, must recognize the immense advantages of the CGS in 
helping Smes, one of the most critical components of an economy. Since developing countries usually lack 
the fiscal space of advanced economies, asia’s developing economies need to pay more attention to CGSs 
to maximize scarce fiscal resources and transition Smes out of this pandemic and back onto a growth path.
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aPPendiX

Table A.1: micro, Small, and medium-Sized enterprise definitions in Selected asia and pacific countries  
(number of employees)

country class micro Small medium large

Bangladesh LmiC <10 services; 
<25 manufacturing

10–24 services;  
25–99 manufacturing

50–100 services;  
100–250 manufacturing

>100 services; 
>250 manufacturing

Cambodia LmiC 1–10 11–50 51–100 >100

People’s 
republic of 
China

umiC <5 wholesale; <10 retail, 
accommodation, 
restaurant, information, 
software, tenancy, other; 
<20 heavy industry, 
transportation, warehouse, 
postal; <100 property 
management

5–20 wholesale; 10–50 
retail; 20–100 warehouse; 
10–100 accommodation, 
restaurant, software, 
tenancy, information, other; 
20–300 heavy industry, 
transportation, postal;  
100–300 property 
management

20–200 wholesale; 
50–300 retail; 100–200 
warehouse; 100–300 
accommodation, restaurant, 
software, tenancy, other; 
100–2,000 information; 
300–1,000 heavy industry, 
transportation, postal, 
property management

>200 wholesale; 
>200 warehouse; 
>300 accommodation, 
restaurant, software, 
tenancy, retail, other; 
>1,000 heavy industry, 
transportation, postal, 
property management; 
>2,000 information

Fiji umiC 0–6 7–20 21–50 >50

india LmiC 1–10 10–50 50–250 >250

indonesia umiC 1–4 5–19 20–99 >99

Kazakhstan umiC <100 <100 101–250 >250

republic 
of Korea

hiC <10 in manufacturing, 
mining, construction, 
transportation; <5 in other

<50 in manufacturing, 
mining, construction, 
transportation; <10 in other

<300 manufacturing, mining, 
construction, transportation; 
<200 agriculture; 
<100 others; <50 real estate

≥300 manufacturing, 
mining, construction, 
transportation; 
≥200 agriculture; 
≥100 others; 
≥50 real estate

Kyrgyz 
republic

LmiC microenterprises include 
individual entrepreneurs 
and farms.

<50 in agriculture, hunting 
and forestry; fishing and fish 
farming; mining industry; 
manufacturing industry; 
production and distribution 
of electricity, gas, and water; 
construction.
 <15 at enterprises engaged 
in trade; repair of cars, 
household goods and 
personal items; the provision 
of services by hotels and 
restaurants; on transport 
and communications; 
financial activities; real 
estate transactions, rental 
and provision of services 
to consumers; education; 
health care and the 
provision of social services; 
by providing communal, 
social and personal services.

51–200 in agriculture, 
hunting and forestry; fishing 
and fish farming; mining 
industry; manufacturing 
industry; production and 
distribution of electricity, 
gas, and water; construction. 
16–50 at enterprises 
engaged in trade; repair of 
cars, household goods and 
personal items; the provision 
of services by hotels and 
restaurants; on transport 
and communications; 
financial activities; real 
estate transactions, rental 
and provision of services 
to consumers; education; 
health care and the provision 
of social services; by 
providing communal, social 
and personal services.

–

continued on next page
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Table A.1: Continued

country class micro Small medium large

Lao People’s 
democratic 
republic

LmiC – ≤19 20–99 >99

malaysia umiC <5 5–75 manufacturing; 
5–30 services and others

76–200 manufacturing; 
31–75 services and others

>200 manufacturing; 
>76 services and others

mongolia LmiC ≤19 trade/service ≤19 manufacturing; 
≤49 service

≤149 wholesale trade; 
≤199 retail trade, 
manufacturing

>149 wholesale trade; 
>199 retail trade, 
manufacturing

Papua new 
Guinea

LmiC – – <500 >500

Philippines LmiC 1–9 10–99 100–199 >199

Solomon 
islands

LmiC 1–19 20–49 >49 –

Sri Lanka LmiC 1–4 industry, 
construction, services; 
1–3 trade

5–24 industry, construction; 
5–15 services; 4–14 trade

25–199 industry, 
construction; 15–34 trade; 
16–74 services

>199 industry, 
construction; 
>34 trade; >74 services

tajikistan LiC <1 1–30 30–200 >200

thailand umiC – ≤50 manufacturing, services; 
≤25 wholesale; ≤15 retail

51–200 manufacturing, 
services; 26–50 wholesale; 
16–30 retail

>200 manufacturing, 
services; 
>50 wholesale; 
>30 retail

Viet nam LmiC <11 10–200 agriculture, 
industry, construction; 
10–50 commerce, services

201–300 agriculture, 
industry, construction; 
50–100 commerce, services

>300 agriculture, 
industry, construction; 
>100 commerce, 
services

– = data not available, hiC = high-income country, LiC = low-income country, LmiC = lower middle-income country,  
umiC = upper middle-income country.
Source: Sme Finance Forum. mSme economic indicators. https://www.smefinanceforum.org/ (accessed 22 november 2021).

https://www.smefinanceforum.org/
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Table A.2: micro, Small, and medium-Sized enterprise definitions in Selected asian countries 
(assets, local currency, unless otherwise noted)

country class micro Small medium large currency

Bangladesh LmiC <500,000 services; 
<5,000,000 
manufacturing

500,000–10,000,000 
services; 5,000,000–
100,000,000 
manufacturing

10,000,000–
150,000,000 services; 
100,000,000–
300,000,000 
manufacturing

>150,000,000 
services; 
>300,000,000 
manufacturing

taka (tk)

People’s 
republic of 
China

umiC <3,000,000 
construction; 
<20,000,000 real 
estate; <1,000,000 
leasing and 
commercial services

3,000,000–50,000,000 
construction; 
20,000,000–
50,000,000 real 
estate; 1,000,000–
80,000,000 leasing and 
commercial services

50,000,000–
800,000,000 
construction; 
50,000,000–
100,000,000 
real estate; 80,000,000–
120,000,000 leasing and 
commercial services

>800,000,000 
construction; 
>100,000,000 
real estate; 
>120,000,000 
leasing and 
commercial services

yuan 
(CnY)

india LmiC investment in Plant 
and machinery 
or equipment: 
not more than 
₹1 crore and 
annual turnover; 
not more than 
₹5 crore

investment in Plant 
and machinery 
or equipment: 
not more than 
₹10 crore and 
annual turnover; 
not more than 
₹50 crore

investment in Plant and 
machinery or equipment: 
not more than 
₹50 crore and annual 
turnover; not more than 
₹250 crore

investment in Plant 
and machinery 
or equipment: 
above ₹50 crore and 
annual turnover; 
above ₹250 crore

indian 
rupee (₹)

indonesia umiC <50,000,000 50,000,000–
500,000,000

500,000,001–
10,000,000,000

>10,000,000,000 rupiah 
(rp)

republic 
of Korea

hiC <8,000,000,000 
manufacturing; 
<3,000,000,000 
mining, construction, 
transportation

– – ≥8,000,000,000 
manufacturing; 
≥3,000,000,000 
mining, construction, 
transportation

won (W)

Lao People’s 
democratic 
republic

LmiC – ≤250,000,000 250,000,001–
1,200,000,000

>1,200,000,000 kip (Kn)

Philippines LmiC <3,000,000 3,000,000–15,000,000 15,000,001–
100,000,000

>100,000,000 peso (₱)

thailand umiC – ≤50,000,000 
manufacturing, 
services, wholesale; 
≤30,000,000 retail

50,000,001–
200,000,000 
manufacturing, 
services; 50,000,001–
100,000,000 
wholesale; 30,000,001–
60,000,000 retail

>200,000,000 
manufacturing, 
services; 
>100,000,000 
wholesale; 
>60,000,000 retail

baht (B)

Viet nam LmiC – <10,000,000,000 
commerce, services; 
<20,000,000,000 
agriculture, industry, 
construction

10,000,000,000–
50,000,000,000 
commerce, services; 
20,000,000,000–
100,000,000,000 
agriculture, industry, 
construction

>50,000,000,000 
commerce, services; 
>100,000,000,000 
agriculture, industry, 
construction

dong (d)

hiC = high-income country, LiC = low-income country, LmiC = lower middle-income country, umiC = upper middle-income country.
Source: Sme Finance Forum. mSme economic indicators. https://www.smefinanceforum.org/ (accessed 22 november 2021).

https://www.smefinanceforum.org/
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Table A.3: micro, Small, and medium-Sized enterprise definitions in Selected asia and pacific countries 
(revenues)

country class micro Small medium large currency

People’s 
republic of 
China

umiC <500,000 
software; 
<1,000,000 
retail, warehouse, 
postal, 
accommodation, 
restaurant, 
information, real 
estate, tenancy; 
<2,000,000 
transportation; 
<3,000,000 
heavy industry, 
construction; 
<5,000,000 
property 
management; 
<10,000,000 
wholesale

500,000–10,000,000 
software; 1,000,000–
5,000,000 retail; 
1,000,000–
10,000,000 
warehouse, 
information, real 
estate; 1,000,000–
20,000,000 postal, 
accommodation, 
restaurant; 
1,000,000–
80,000,000 
tenancy; 2,000,000–
30,000,000 
transportation; 
3,000,000–
20,000,000 heavy 
industry; 3,000,000–
60,000,000 
construction; 
5,000,000–
10,000,000 property 
management; 
10,000,000–
50,000,000 wholesale

10,000,0000–
100,000,000 software; 
5,000,000–200,000,000 
retail; 10,000,000–
300,000,000 
warehouse; 10,000,000–
1,000,000,000 
information; 10,000,000–
2,000,000,000 real 
estate; 20,000,000–
300,000,000 postal; 
20,000,000–100,000,000 
accommodation, 
restaurant; 80,000,000–
1,200,000,000 tenancy; 
30,000,000–300,000,000 
transportation; 
20,000,000–
400,000,000 heavy 
industry; 60,000,000–
800,000,000 
construction; 
10,000,000–50,000,000 
property management; 
50,000,000–400,000,000 
wholesale

>50,000,000 property 
management; 
>100,000,000 software, 
accommodation, 
restaurant; 
>200,000,000 retail; 
>300,000,000 
warehouse, postal, 
transportation; 
>400,000,000 heavy 
industry, wholesale; 
>800,000,000 
construction; 
>1,000,000,000 
information; 
>1,200,000,000 
tenancy; 
>2,000,000,000 real 
estate

yuan (CnY)

Fiji umiC <30,000 30,000–100,000 100,000–500,000 >500,000 dollar ($)

indonesia umiC <300,000,000 300,000,000–
2,500,000,000

2,500,000,001–
50,000,000,000

>50,000,000,000 rupiah (rp)

republic 
of Korea

hiC – – <30,000,000,000 
publication, information 
and communication, and 
others; <20,000,000,000 
agriculture and others; 
<10,000,000,000 
sewerage, waste 
management, and 
others; <5,000,000,000 
real estate

≥30,000,000,000 
publication, information, 
communication, 
and others; 
≥20,000,000,000 
agriculture and others; 
≥10,000,000,000 
sewerage, waste 
management, and 
others; ≥5,000,000,000 
real estate

won (W)

Lao People’s 
democratic 
republic

LmiC – ≤400,000,000 400,000,001–
1,000,000,000

>1,000,000,000 kip (Kn)

malaysia umiC <300,000 300,000–15,000,000 
manufacturing; 
300,000–3,000,000 
services and others

15,000,001–50,000,000 
manufacturing; 
3,000,001–20,000,000 
services and others

>50,000,000 
manufacturing; 
>20,000,000 services 
and others

ringgit (rm)

mongolia LmiC ≤250,000,000 
trade/service

≤250,000,000 
manufacturing; 
≤1,000,000 service

≤1,500,000,000 
wholesale trade, retail 
trade, manufacturing

>1,500,000,000 
wholesale trade, retail 
trade, manufacturing

togrog 
(mnt)

– = data not available, hiC = high-income country, LiC = low-income country, LmiC = lower middle-income country,  
umiC = upper middle-income country.
Source: Sme Finance Forum. mSme economic indicators. https://www.smefinanceforum.org/ (accessed 22 november 2021).

https://www.smefinanceforum.org/
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